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CHAPTER IV 
BANDKERAMIK SOCIAL Sl 'RUCri 'URE: A PILOT STUDY 
In the Ih'st section of this chapter the fundamenial distinclion l)etween "part icipants '" models and 
"observer's" models is discussed, and the latter are subdivided into "slatistical" and "mechanical" 
models. To arrive at an image of Bandkeramik social life, it is then stated, the palh should go from theory 
through mechanical models to the statistical description. Irrevocably, the participants' views on the 
subject have been lost. On the assumption that a graveyard presents a clearer record of the social 
organization behind it ihan settlement debris does, the four other sections of this chapter are devoted to an 
analysis of the grave goods in the Klsloo C'.enietery. A short general descri]5lion in the second section 
precedes thrce models of LBK social striicturc: a study of the hicrarthy of statuses (Section 3), of the 
relations between these (Section 4); and Section 5 a more dynamic model is presented, which attempts to 
transcend the other two in linking sets of relations to sets of social positions. In the next chapter, these 
models will be tested and amended: the statistical descriptions of Bandkeramik social structure. 
1. Inlrodmtuin: prescriplioti.s and descriptions 
Reality normally seems to be a complex afl'air with 
several diOerent levels: a "pure" level, where laws 
or rules are universally valid, where "pure" and 
"impure" are forever separate; and an "impure" 
or practical level, where even the "pure" Brahmin 
is necessarily soiled by the impure facts of life 
(Duniont i<)7o: 80-87"). 'l'hc lirst lex'cl is perhaps 
nolhing but a construct, "good to think in"; its 
consistent construction renders it an ideal play-
ground for the intellect. The second level, closer to 
the facts, is that of the soiled rules: in the Hiudu 
case, the castes are fully dependent one upon the 
other, ifonly toneutralizeimpurity (Dumont 1964: 
16) and this side of reality may differ considerably 
from the ideals of the first level. 
The description of social reality (and not Just 
that of traditional Hindu society alone) may be 
quite different from the organizing principles 
which govern it, although the latter do have as 
much reality value as, say, a grammar (Hawkes 
1977: 39). The description is called a "statistical 
model" of the social reality, and the grammatical 
rules behind it form the "mechanical model" of 
that world (Lévi-Strauss 1967: 275; Guillauinin 
1968). 
Together, statistical and mechanical models are 
called (external) observer's models, because they 
are not usually recognized, known by the agents 
(Lévi-Strauss 1967: 273) although this is not 
always so: the manipulation with supply and 
demand effects on prices immediately conies to 
mind. Several other levels exist too: the members of 
the group under observation will also have ideas 
about principles according to which they behave -
the "participants'view" (DeJosselin dejong 1956: 
149, 157; also cf De Josselin d e j o n g 1971). The 
"observer's"/"participants'" dichotomy is ]jaral-
lel to the "etic"/"emic" distinction discussed in 
Chapter II. 
For instance, during my anthropological field-
work training in southern Spain (Van de Velde 
1971), the peasants told me that they were all 
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eqüals (if pressed, they would add: "small fry, that 
is": the participants' view of the Little Tradition in 
that very hierarchical society. However, some were 
apparently more equal than their brethren: 78.5",, 
of the holdings was smaller than 10 hectares, 
whereas 4.2% of the farms were more than 100 
hectares in extent; similary, 1% of those who where 
ofilcially registered as "agriculturally active" ne-
ver touched a hoe, 74% drew their main income 
from agriculture, and the remainder had to work 
additionally in town to be able to subsist: the 
statisiical model. Thcn they were quite equal since 
all of ihcm were supportors of one patron or 
another (and insofar as they had no political 
influence), but their access to the factors of produc-
tion was, however, for an important part deter-
mined by the centuries-old relations of clientship of 
their lineages to that of the the local Count (and 
although llie latter had sold his property a few 
years ago to the peasants, no substantial redistri-
bution had occurred as yet). This is a very sketchy 
outline of a mechanical model of the hidden 
constraints that shaped the life of the peasants. 
From the above, very loose explication (which I 
prefer to Lévi-Strauss' deeply obscure definitions 
by means of the difi'erent "scale" of the models 
relative to the phenomena), it may be taken that in 
a theoretical consideration mechanical models are 
more appropriate than statistical ones (cf Ch. I, 
Section 2) Especially in a case like the present one, 
where the outline of a social structure is sought 
about which practically nothing is known, a 
mechanical model might provide a structuring of 
the data that might be hidden in the statistical 
appearances. Indeed, the very fact that only vague 
notions exist about Bandkeramik social structure 
(Ch. 5, Section 2) can be interpreted such that the 
data of whatever kind - are ambiguous or 
confused, that the statistical model is illegible. This 
opacity may be due either to a truly random 
distribution of the phenomena resulting from an 
(original) absence of structuring rules, or it may be 
rooted in ignorance ol what to look for: data do not 
speak for themselves. A priori, the latter possibility 
should be the case: social hfe without rules is 
impossible. 
If something like this is the case, the best strategy 
seems to be to develop a set of alternative hypo-
theses to be tested against the data (see above, 
pp. 2-3, 33 and 34). The hypotheses should be 
derived from theory, and in an intensive study of a 
limited set of material the relevant part of the 
theory is selected. Such a "pilot study" is aimed at 
the construction of the "mechanical model", in the 
sense of a set of consistent rules or prescriptions 
from which hypotheses (in this case on social 
structure) and implications for the main body of 
the data can be derived (Lévi-Strauss 1967: 281). A 
testing of these will result not only in a corrobora-
tion or falsification of the hypotheses (and thus of 
the mechanical model), but also in a description of 
the degree to which reality conformed to the 
mechanical patlern: the statistical model. 
There are two reasons to select a graveyard for a 
pilot study. A practical one is that the data set is 
neither too bulky (at least in relation to, say, a 
village) nor too restricted (as is a hut in compari-
son). A more theoretical reasons is that in a 
graveyard social structure has probably been laid 
to rest more in accordance with the rules of that 
time. On a settlement site, the mundane afl'airs of 
daily life will have compromised the "pure" rules, 
whereas the graveyard is set apart. Comparative 
studies (Van Gennep 1977: i46-i65;Binford 1972: 
208-243) have shown that the world beyond the 
grave is generally organized like that of the living; 
specifically the status of the deceased tends to be 
similar in both worlds. Also, the corpse is furnished 
with cverything necessary to make a safe crossing to 
the afterworld "as they would a living traveller" 
(Van Gennep 1977: 154); the funeral ritual is 
intended to integrate the deceased in his new abode 
(Van Gennep 1977: 147)-
Among the Bandkeramik graveyeards publish-
ed, that of Elsloo in the southern Netherlands 
stands out: it is one of the largest LBK cenieteries 
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knovvn (Pavük 1972b: 92) and the accompanying 
seltlement has been excavated and data on it pub-
lished (Modileiuiaii 1970). Thus ifit were possiblc 
to produce a meehanical model o l the LBK social 
structure on the basis ofthe graveyard data, then il 
could be checked in ihe \illage. From this inler-
mediary, the step to Hienheim is much less risky 
than one which moves directly from the Dutch 
graveyard to the Bavarian village. 
This is nol ihe'place for an exhauslive exposé of 
the various notions that go under the heading 
"social structure"; several textijooks are available 
for ihai purpose (e.g. Harris 1968; Lévi-Strauss 
1967, 1969b, 1973; Service 1971 )(to name a few 
protagonists of different schools). Yet a minimum 
introduction should serve to structure the accounts 
in ihis and the next chapter; the notions employed 
iii the analysis ofthe Elsloo cemelery are furlher 
speellied al the beginnings ofthe other sections of 
the present chapter. 
To describe the social aspects of a human body 
collective, many means have been devised which in 
due time have become approaches, even para-
digms, as understood by Kuhn (especially in their 
"shared examples" meaning: Kuhn 1970: 187-
191), and the analyses from the various schools are 
hardly comparable, even when rclating to the same 
social eiitity. Perhaps this joint existence of differ-
ent meanings ol "social structure" in social anthro-
pology has been the major obstaclc to archaeo-
logical thinking about it. 
For want of better ternis, two of the major 
approaches can be indicated concisely as "positio-
nal" and "relational". Both notions can be referred 
lo Radclilfe-Brown's precise dcfinition: "a struc-
turalsvstem is . . . the network of relations connect-
iug the inhabilaiUs of a region amongsl themselves 
and with people of ther regions" (Radcliffe-Brown 
1952: 193). Indeed, this definition was explicitly 
designed to unite both viewpoints. By that time, 
however, the original differences in emphasis had 
already evoUed to marked biases (Harris 1968; 
59»)-
The "positional" concept of social structure (the 
first approach to be used here) focuses on the 
various statuses (meaning posilions in a social 
network) that may be disccrned in an analysis of 
the social network of a grt)up; the statuses may be 
ranked, or raiher differentiated according to some 
ordering principle such as wealth, sex, age, lineage 
affiliation, etc. Especially in its hiërarchie focus, 
the positional social structure concept easily lends 
itself to archaeological operationalizaliou. Differ-
ences in grave goods are customarily inlerpreted 
this way - explicitly or implicitly assuming wealth 
as ranking principle (e.g.. Modderman 1970: 67; 
Randsborg 1974: 51-52). There is a drawback, 
however: egalitarian society (Service 1971: 103) -
primitive agriculturalists, hunters and gatherers -
does not allow marked wealth differences.' By their 
very organization any substantial difference that 
might arise is iinmediately appropriated by the 
entire group, the collective body. This is not to 
deny the existence of status differences in egali-
tarian community society; on the contrary. In 
every society, statuses are at least tied to sex and 
age. In egalitarian society, however, the social 
network is mainly based upon these factors (cf. 
however, Claessen and Kloos 1978: 78-82). A 
number of archaeologists can be quoted who 
employ more complex status determinanls, while 
retaining the basic age-plus-sex dilferentiation 
(e.g., Hodson 1977: 397, 406; Pavük 1972b; 97). 
Yet, except as a preliminary impression, a scanning 
ofthe outline ofthe social structure, the "positio-
nal" description of early agricultural communities 
(and of hunters and gatherers) is hardly illuminat-
ing. I will come back to this approach in the third 
section to present it in a less sketchy manner and to 
illustrate it in an analysis ofthe gifts to the deceased 
at Elsloo. 
The "relational" notion of social structure might 
(at least in principle) provide better insight in the 
community case: egalitarian society is usually 
presented as a somewhat unstable amalgam of kin 
groups. Roughly, differences and relations be-
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tween the groups are mainly concerned with access 
to women, i.e., kinship. Consisting of relatively 
small populations - typically, some 50 to 200 
pcople, 500 at maximum (Birdsell 1973) - demo-
graphic lluctuations are clearly visible. Therefore, 
women are always in demand and in short supply: 
at the Neolithic level of technological developmeni 
the only (easible specialization is that of a division 
of labour along the sex-line (cf Begler 1978; 
Lcac'ock 1978; Siskiiid 1978). In other words, 
women are hkely to be the critical link in the 
society's system of social, economie, and biological 
])roduction and reproduction, as opposed to all 
other factors of production which are virtually 
inexhaustible (Sahlins 1972: 13, 79). In more 
complicated societies the other factors of produc-
tion are in short supply as well, due to, among other 
things, the larger scale of the procurement systems. 
'i'liere. the relations between the groups are con-
cerned with access to all of these scarce goods, i.e., 
economics. Parallel to the wielding of economie 
power in these more advanced social formations 
stands the manipulation of kinship in primitive 
economies. 
No longer part of familistic structures, archaeo-
logists with their urbanistic background flnd it very 
difiicult to drop wealth difierentials as a classifi-
catory or descriptive principlc. And although some 
might be persuaded of the validity of the previous 
paragraph, it should be admitted that an archaeo-
logical operationalization of, e.g. MBD (read: 
mother's brother's daughter) as a preferential 
marriage partner (to call to mind but one of the 
simpler kinship theory's elementary notions) looks 
impossible at first sight. 
The "positional" and "relational" notions of 
social structure are not necessarily confined to a 
within-settlment analysis. The segments (kin groups) 
of segmental society (hunters and galherers; 
primitive agriculturalists) seem to be freely permu-
table: community society is in fact a society without 
limits (Service 1975: 65; Fried 1975: 85). If any 
pressure upon resources makes itself feit, the bonds 
of alliance with coresidential groups do not inter-
fere with a shift of location. Huts may be set up 
elscwhcre where probably alliance bonds already 
existed, to alleviate the shortage or to spread the 
risks (e.g., Bloch 1975b: 215). In more evolved 
systems, with their economically differentiated and 
hierarchically ordered groups, settlements may 
also be ranked according to social distance from the 
centre of power: modern Hienheim is politically 
and economically less important than Kelheim, 
than Regensburg or Landshut, than Munich. 
The abüve distinction between, and almost 
oppostion of "positional" and "relational" notions 
of social structure has been described repeatedly. 
In what is probably the widest read anthropologi-
cal text in archaeological circles (cf Van de Velde 
1978) Service has very clearly pointed to it (Service 
1971: l o - i i ; an earlier edition was printed in 
1962). He uses the labels ''network of slatuses'" and 
"'social structure", however, to designate the two 
biases, and offers as a less precise and more general 
term ''social organization" to cover both. 
Nonetheless, in that way we are left with a 
terminological difficulty (not faced by Service). 
The two rather opposed ideas about social organi-
zation indicaled above are both contained within 
Radcliffe-Brown's "structural system" concept 
quoted previously. But as it is fairly close to 
empirical reality, the latter may be contrasted with 
"structure" as employed by structuralists, the 
second approach here. This is a more abstract 
model of social relations "having nothing to do 
with empirical reality . . . but built up after 
reality" (Lévi-Strauss 1967: 271). Excepting Leroi-
Gourhan (1965: 74, 88, 105, i i i , etc. and 1976; 
perhaps Laming-Emperaire 1962 must be incorpo-
rated as well), who used the contents but not the 
label, "structure" has not been employed by 
archaeologists in this meaning, as far as I kn(iw 
(also cf ethnologist Edmund Leach's sour con-
cluding address to the archaeological symposion on 
culture change: Leach 1971). Briefly, structuralists 
hold that relations in various aspects of culture 
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("Worlds" as Popper 1972: 106 would say) tend to 
be arranged in analogous ways. From such a 
structure, alternate possibilities ("transforma-
tions") can be derived, which poses the problem: 
why is the structure implemented the way it is, and 
why nol in an ahernative way? (For example, Fig. 
5, where the Bandkeramilc motif system is shown to 
be reducible to a hmited set of transforms: to all 
symmetry operations and only one movement. One 
alternative, the glide, has not been included in 
their decorative practice. Why this is so should be 
answered in a study of their symbolic system.) 
Every aspect of culture will show its own elabora-
tions of that structure or arrangement, and the 
abstraclion of the latter from reality goes beyond 
appearances. 
Therefore, this structuralistic concept of social 
structure ("social" because it has to do with group 
behaviour) might be of considerable use for archae-
ologists, as it surpasses the ethnographic or archae-
ographic detail which so often efiectivcly hides 
whal has gone on in reality (Rowlands and 
Gledhill 1977: 146; Van de Velde 1979 reply). 
Especially analyses of primitive societies may 
benefit from the theory that has been developed so 
far by, among others, Lévi-Strauss (specifically 
1967, 1969a, 1969b, 1975) and other French 
structuralists, and by the Leiden School (e.g.. De 
Josselin de Jong 1977b). Yet, the method has a 
practical drawback for archaeologisls: more com-
plex societies, with less homogcneous arrange-
ments (e.g., stratified, or Iron Age, societies, where 
specializtion of social functions may complicate 
matters considerably) have been studied less com-
prehcnsively, and there is much less "grand" 
theory a\ailable at present. Still, parts of the models 
developed for ranking society should be of use in 
the (archaeological) study of more advanced com-
munities, as may be expected from the successes of, 
e.g., Indonesian and Indian ethnology (Van Wou-
den 1935; De Josselin de Jong 1951; Dumont 
.966). 
In the fourlh section 1 will present a picce of 
structural theory, derive some models from it, and 
subsequently match these with the data from the 
Elsloo cemetery. 
Having described some of the positions in the 
social structure and having probed into the rela-
tions characteristic to it, one may still ask: why 
these relations, why these positions - which Icads to 
the third approach attempted here: structuralist-
Marxist (or neo-Marxist, in other corners). In 
short, this line of enquiry proceeds from the idea 
that various distinct types of productive relations 
are present in almost any "social formation" (very 
loosely, the set of relations relevant to some 
problem; in this case, the problem is the social 
relations within a village). The "productive rela-
tions" constitute the social aspect of a way of 
producing and reproducing; together with the 
"productive forces" (the way in which work 
transforms nature) the corrcsponding productive 
relations make up a so-called mode of production. 
It goes without saying that the productive process 
requires tools, or more general, determinate tech-
nological conditions (Godelier 1978: 763). Also, a 
mode of production brings its own rationalization, 
mythic embodiment, or "ideology" with it. Pro-
duction, and most certainly so in community 
society, is an effect of individual but socially 
recognized and organized human labour. How-
ever, not all social relations are equivalent to 
relations of production; it is rather the type of social 
relations (the way in which surplus-labour is 
appropriated and its effects distributed) which is 
important (Godelier 1978: 764). Thus, the types of 
productive relations (and of the forces) distinguish 
one mode of production from the other, and any 
individual may simultaneously take part in differ-
ent modes in his social formation. For example, a 
peasant with a small holding may be employed in 
wage labour in a manufacturing firm in town 
(which may be organized along capitalistic lines), 
while at the same time running his own holding in a 
"domestic" way; the productive relations are 
markedly different in both cases, as are the ways in 
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v\ hich the peasant "acts upon nature", the produc-
tive forces. 
It should be emphasized that "modes of produc-
tion" are used as theoretical constructs, and mainly 
for heuristic purposes: what light can they shed on 
the data at hand? (cf. O'Laughlin 1975: 367-368). 
Perhaps reanalysis of the present data would merge 
a numbcr of them. A major drawback of this 
approach as intended here is that there is no 
general theory from which to derive all possible 
modes: every mode of production is historically 
specilic. The main reason for my introducing this 
concept herc lies in the dynamic quality of it: both 
positional and structural analysis end in a static 
picture. From the analysis below, along the last 
palh, a rapid change will become apparent in the 
social fbrmalion fossilized in the Elsloo graveyard. 
In the fmal, fifth section of this chapter I will 
attempt to detail the theoretical ideas behind this 
approach a little more, seeking to avoid exegetics 
and polcmics. 
2. The cemetery at FAsloo: introduction ; , ' 
Most likely, the Elsloo cemetery belongs to the 
nearby settlement, 50 metres to the south-southeast 
of it, which has been excavated and data concern-
ing it has been published simultaneously (Modder-
man 1970). The graveyard has been excavated 
only partially: all around is a i)uilt-up arca; to the 
northeast the digging of cellars has broughl to light 
"ancient pots", while no settlement stood there. In 
the other directions, particularly to the west, the 
limits of the graveyard seem to have been reached 
by the excavations. Addilionally, some cremations 
may have been ploughed up; interments of burnt 
boncs werc always found at a shallow dcpth (C.C. 
Bakels, pers. comm.; P.J.R. Modderman, pers. 
comm.). Perhaps nol loo many graves have been 
lost, however: Modderman (1970(1): 205) thinks 
some twelve graves. If this is Irue, the picture 
presented by the excavated graves will not be too 
much distorted, compared with the original. 
The part of the cemetry that has been excavated 
belongs to the phases 2c and 2d of the Dutch 
Bandkeramik, i.e., the younger half of the village's 
inhabitation, perhaps about one hundred years 
(Modderman 1970(1): 206-207: 75 lo 150 years; as 
I am nol concerned with establishing the size of the 
population, the exact time span is relatively un-
important, the scale, three to five generations, 
suflïces for present purposes). Neither the cemetery 
nor even a single grave perlaining to the earlier 
phases of the settlement has been located as yet. 
A summary account of Modderman's data runs: 
- 113 graves were excavated, 47 of which crema-
tions (Table 9). 
29 graves did not contain any grave goods any 
more; 38 graves contained pots or sherds (36 
graves held decorated ware); in 33 graves adzes 
were found, in 13 arrowheads, in 15 flint blades, 
and in 15 grinding stones; in 42 charcoal (9 
graves had only charcoal), and in 26 lumps 
and/or traces of red ochre were found. 
- 59 inhumations (classified as "inhumation" are 
ihose graves which did contain vesiiges of the 
corpse, cilher tooth enamcl or a shadow; and 
those pits which had the same size and shape as 
these) were aligned to a NW-SE axis, with 4 at 
right angles to this trend; for 3 graves the 
orienlalion could not be ascertained due to the 
rather rouiid shape of the pit. 
- in 22 graves corpse shadows had preserved the 
posture of ihedeceased: 13 had tluir heads to the 
SE, 9 lo the N W; 14 were lying 011 iheir lelt, 2 on 
their right sides, and i probably on his back. 
According to Modderman (1970: 66, 67, 68, 71) 
the Elsloo cemetery is very much like the other 
known graveyards of the LBK, even in the devia-
tions from the modes. Even so, there are initially 
ihree major obslacles on the road towards an 
anthropological interpretation: chronology (or 
whal was contemporary with what?), and, since 
the skeletons have completely disappeared, sex and 
age (as major determinants of status in ranked 
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society; cl', p. 81). 'ïo tackle these problems and as 
a preliniinary for the entire analysis, I devised a 
codebook which took account of all preserved 
grave gifts in the following way: 
1. The pottery was treated according to an 
abbrexiated version of the coding instructions 
developed in Ch. I, Sections 4 and 5. 
2. The other VARIABLES [altributes) were: 
UNDECORATED WARE {pOtS, sherds) 
RED OCHRE {lumps, traccs) 
CHARCOAL (lumps, tïaces) 
ARROWHEADs (flint) (««!-, bifacially worked) 
SCRAPERS (flint) 
Bi.ADES (flint) [blanks, used) 
ROUGHS (flint) [nuclei, debris) 
QUERNS (stone) {complete, fragments) 
ADZES (stone) (types I; II; I I I ; and W to VI) 
3. Also, gcneral qualitativc characteristics were 
entered: geographical position, burial rite (crema-
tion, inliumation; with or without remaining grave 
gifts), orientation and posture. 
The codebook is presented in the appendix to 
this chapter; the attributes appearing in Table 10 
are those that occurred in at least five graves and 
were uscd in the principal compoiients analysis. 
I have dealt at length with the establishment of a 
chronology in the previous chapter, so tliere would 
be little merit in recapitulating that discussion. It 
should suffice to say that a chronological scale 
could be computed from the variables TECHNIQUES, 
coMPONENTS (of bclly decoration), and prcsence-
absence of NECK DECORATION or ZONING; (principal 
component i in Table 10; for the chronological 
ordering, the unrotated solution is preferred; cf. 
Tables 11 and 12; and Ch. 3, note 8). The uneven 
spread of the graves on this axis suggests a grouping 
in five phases. Another three graves, containing 
type I adzes (but no decorated ceramics) could bc 
1  • Fifl. 2<}. CHRONOI.OGIC.Al. niSlRIlU -TION of graves at Elsloo comoler\ . O : graves dated to oldest phasc 
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attributed to tlie iburth or fifth phases: elsewhere in 
the cemetery, graves with both decorated ware and 
type I adzes were dated to these youngest two 
phases (which confirms Modderman 1970: 188); 
the graves containing these adzes and/or the young 
pottery were selected by the sixth principal com-
ponent; aiso cf p. I 15-1 16 below. 
Because of the small number of graves involved 
(35 only) I prefer a more condensed division into 
three phases: Table 13 renders the merging. Then, 
in Fig. 26 the shifting of the geographical points of 
gravity of the phases can be made out, which 
conforms to the general west-east trend noted by 
the excavator (Modderman 1970: 73). The actual 
distribution oltiic graves per phase is quite dilfuse, 
of course: some phase I graves do occur in the 
northeasterly part of the field, as do phase III 
graves in the West.'^ 
After this clearance of the diachronical problem, 
we now turn to a consideration of the social 
structures possibly present in the attributes of the 
deceased in the Elsloo cemetery, first and foremost 
among which being sex and age. 
3. The Elsloo gravejard: a positional approach 
In the opening section of this chapter, I indicated 
llial a positional approach to the social structure of 
an Early Neolithic community is relatively un-
rcwarding, as only few different statuses are likely 
to have been present here. Also, the status-posi-
tional concept is a tricky one (Harris 1968: 394): on 
the one hand, social structure may be defined as the 
totality of positions differentiated by those partici-
paling in the network, on the other hand as the set 
of positions horizontally and vertically differen-
liable in the economie, socio-political and ideati-
onal subsystems - definitions of an "emic", and an 
"etic" type, respectively (cf. Ch. II) , or "partici-
pants' " and "observers' " as in chapter IV, Section 
1. Generally, the two do not coincide; the people 
may assign the highest status in the nation to the 
prime minister, whereas in reality the highest status 
(as defined by access to scarce things; Dahrendorf 
1968: 36) is occupied by the president(s) of some 
transnational Corporation(s). The diminutive dif-
ferentiation of the social structure to be expected at 
the level of community society allows us to note the 
theorctical difference and then to neglect if further 
in practice. We will proceed "as if' the rewards or 
attributes relate to the same notion of social 
structure. 
Usually, discrimination of social positions is on 
two dimensions: differentiation and ranking. "Dif-
ferentiation" refers to the horizontal subdivision of 
positions of equal rank (Dahrendorf 1968: 19), and 
"ranking" to a graded and hierarchical scale of 
levels of like statuses (Sahlins 1958: 240). 
"Ranking", when used in an attributive sense, 
should be differentiated on the one hand from 
"egalitarian", and on the other from "stratified". 
The latter term has to do with more or less closed 
groups in relation to one another within a society, 
having diflerential access to the factors of pro-
duction; the former relates to (groups of) open 
positions, to be fïlled eventually and in principle by 
every member of the community. Ranking, finally, 
refers to social systems where no differential access 
to the factors of production exists, but where some 
of the statuses are available in limited quantities 
only - that is, not to everybody (e.g., in the magical 
or ceremonial sphere, family heads, etc.) (Fried 
1967: 33, 109; Cancian 1976). 
As aspects of a framework, ranking and differen-
tiation are on the struclural side; thefunctional aspect 
can be analysed according to economical, socio-
political, and ideological criteria (Sahlins 1958: 
241; Runciman 1966: 46). Without prejudging the 
analysis, it is possible to simplify the discussion 
considerably by noting that economie and social 
functions are being taken care of by one and the 
same structure in community society: by the 
kinship system (Sahlins 1968: 74; Claessen and 
Klüos 1978: 89, 90; alsocf p. 109 below). Ideology 
and associated matters like ceremonial functions 
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secm to be more ditlicult to perceive - although lo a 
farge extent these wift also be tied down to fcinship 
positions. 
Within such a totalizing liinship system the 
major distinctions are related to age and sex 
(Sahfins 1958: 239), vviih sex a difl'erentiating, and 
age a ranking agent. Functionalfy, sex roughly 
equates witli division of' labour, and age with 
distribution of products - given a primitive agri-
cultural economy (Sahlins 1968: 75-78; cf. Terray 
1975). We should be careful, however, not to take 
too siniple (or Utopian?) a view of kinship society, 
as some segments of kin system may have been in a 
more favourite position vis-a-vis the desired things 
of life llian the remainder; it is also conceivable that 
parliciilar indlvicliials have been successful in 
manipulating thcir relations and have turned 
influence into tangibles. Another possibility is a 
hereditary higher status for specifled members of a 
minor line in a lineage (e.g., the eldest son bom to 
the eldest . . . born to the lineage founder) going by 
the name "chier ' , versus a "big man" (Sahlins 
1968: 64, 88-90; Claessen and Kloos 1978: 81-84). 
As both situations are not i,solated cases but reflect 
systemic propertics of different social formations, in 
any sample a number of cases is likely to be found if 
the system was of either of these types. It is this 
additional aspect which is meant by the termino-
logical diflerenliation of "ranking" from "egali-
tarian" society; in the laller, statiises are defined by 
sex and age only, and are open to everybody. 
Given the initial difliculty that in the Elsloo 
cemetery no skeletons have been preserved to aid in 
the determination of sex and age, operationaliza-
tion of these altributes will be a complicated affair. 
Thcrefbre, I would rather develop these operatio-
nalizations aloiig the vvay than at this moment. 
Since the skelelons have completely vanished, 
any attempt at dctermining the sex of the deceased 
should be based on the grave gifts and not on 
biometrics. This is no less certain a procedure, 
however: Shennan (1975: 282) observes that in 
series where sex is known, in the long run skeletons 
are by 12",, more likely to be wrongly classified as 
male by these methods. Also, of course, socially 
recognized sex need not correspondend to bio-
logical determinants (e.g., berdache or institutio-
nalized travesty; Hausler I96(J: 53-55). 
Providcd the sexes did receive discriminating 
gifts, it does not seem unreasonal^le to expect from a 
principal components analysis (as anounced pre-
viously) a specific component^ for each of them, as 
feminity and masculinity may be expressed by at 
least partially independent patterns of associations 
of grave gifts. Rcgarding these associations, the 
gifts are at flrst sight primarily use-valuables; 
iherefore, the more specialization or division of 
labour to sex, the more independent the patterns 
will be. In other words, graves not manifestly 
"male" are not automatically "female" and vice 
versa. 
Such a sociological sexing operation may start 
from the traditional notion that arrowheads are 
markers of male interments (e.g., Modderman 
1970 (I): 67). A cautionary note: even if in all 
ethnographically known societies hunting is a male 
activity, there is also the ancient - and unproven -
myth of the Amazons; though plausible, the 
arrowheads-males connection is hypothetical only. 
And only when on this basis a consistent pattern 
emerges, may the hypothesis then be considered 
applicable to the present data set. (For female 
graves no such label exists.) 
Among the entire set of 113 graves, only thirteen 
contain arrowheads; if some very strange demo-
graphic phenomenon is not to be assumed, there 
should be more male graves, perhaps indicated by 
other artifacts. Thus, on principal component no. 
5, the component correlating best with arrow-
heads, several other attributes are also loading 
high: undecorated pots, decorated sherds, blades 
and type III adzes (cf. Table 10). If it can be 
assumed because of this association that these are 
all atributes of masculinity, the twenty graves 
singled out by this component are labeled "male" 
interments on this ground. (In this early part of the 
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analysis I take only those graves that score highest, 
i.e., those marked " A " in Table 11.) 
To identify female graves, then, a set of auxiliary 
hypotheses has to be introduced. Suppose that at 
least one female activity (because of the supposed 
practical nature of the gifts) has existed which is 
reflected in the grave goods (like the arrowheads 
indicating a male activity), then the tooi kil for that 
activity should load high on some principal compo-
nent (as did arrowheads on the fifth component), 
and also be more or less neutral on principal component no. 
5 (similar to arrowheads on the other principal 
coniponents), as do querns, red ochre, and adzes of 
types I, and IV to VI on the fourth component. 
This specific principal component marks 2 7 graves -
six of which were also indicated by principal 
component 5 as males. If these six are considered 
falsifying examples (which they would be only if 
full-time spccialization for either of the sexes were 
assumed), then there are 35 noncontradictory 
cases: 20 — 6 = 1 4 on component no. 5, plus 
27 — 6 = 2 1 on the fourth component. 
V\ hen the remaining principal components have 
been interpreted as below, the seventh is left; its 
main contributors are undecorated ware and 
charcoal. For two reaons I consider this component 
also an indicator of maleness. First, the pattern of 
loadings is more or less similar to that of principal 
component no. 5 (cf raw counts of earthware. Hint 
tools), whilc at the same time the more important 
attributes (in a quantitative sense) of principal 
component no. 4 are neutral here, too (see red 
ochre, grinding stones). Second, when in an earlier 
analysis two types of arrowheads were distin-
guished, one of them loaded high on the fifth 
principal component, the other on no. 7, with 
diffuse (low) correlations on the other principal 
components; from this I infer that the moderate 
value for arrowheads on this component is more 
significant than similar loadings on the other ones. 
Among the nineteen graves selected by this compo-
nent, seven cases have high scores on both compo-
nent no. 5 and no. 7 (confirmatory), four are 
contradictory (with high scores on the "female" 
component no. 4 as well as on no. 7), and ten non-
falsifying, in that they were not pinpointed by 
component no. 4 nor no. 5. A summary of the 
various distributions of the graves on these com-
ponents is presented in Table 14. . 
On the "male" interpretation of principal com-
ponent no. 7, and a weighting of the individual cases 
according to their scores on the respective compo-
nents, a set of 30 male, i 7 female, and i ambiguous 
graves can be discerned; the remainder, 65 graves, 
are indeterminable because of the scantiness or 
absence of grave goods. 
The low number of sexually distinguishable 
graves is quitc unsatisfactory, though. Extension of 
the above to graves scoring moderately on the 
relevant components might bring in more of them, 
but on dubieus grounds: irrelevant variables con-
tribute to the scores also, and as yet we do not know 
how to disentangle these from the relevant ones 
(relevant being relevant to the sexing operations; 
cf. note 3). Especially in a case like this, where the 
analysis is on qualitatively different attributes, it 
seems advisable to use principal components ana-
lysis as a pattern-finding device, but nothing more 
(in the previous chapter, on chronology, calcula-
tions were based upon a small and specified 
selection of variables of ceramic decoration only; 
there, the principal components analysis was used 
as a much more precise instrument). Therefore, the 
in\cntories of the graves, the sex of which was 
indicated by the principal components, were 
written down, omitting those categories of grave 
gifts which occur in less than ten graves (traces of 
red ochre, scrapers, flint debris, adzes of types I and 
II ) . This was summed, with results as presented in 
Table 15. " 
Two markers for each of the sexes appear: 
females are apparently labeled by red ochre and 
querns, and males by adzes of type III and 
undecorated vessels; the other categories (among 
which, here, arrowheads are most conspicuous) 
seem to be more or less evenly distributed among 
the sexes. 
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On this argument, two of the graves labeled 
"male" by the principal components analysis 
should be grouped with the females; one "female" 
and one "male" grave also contain one attribute of 
the oppositc sex, along with the two proper sex-
specific characterislics. Thus, n ( F ) ^ i 7 + 2 = 
19, and n(M) = 3 0 — 2 = 2 8 . 
With the two sets of markers I lurned again to 
the listing of the graves' inventories. Some of the 
graves initially incorporated disappear, and others 
join the lines: 2 i graves remain to either sex. The 
results are similar to those in Table 15 except that 
arrowheads are more asymmetrically distributed -
though still not very significantly: with Chi-square 
of 2.00, p is c. . 16 ( ral)lc i()). 
To correct for this curious and unexpected 
behaviour of the arrowheads, the procedure was 
amended. (After all, a principal components ana-
lysis is but a crude tooi.) On the initial assumption 
that these artifacts are markers of masculinity, the 
five graves with arrowheads still not entered were 
grouped with the other "male" interments. As they 
did not contain any counterevidence of supposedly 
female gifts, this should pose no problem (except 
grave no. 087, which was already dubious in the 
principal components analysis; among its contents 
an undecorated pot and perhaps one single arrow-
head as well might indicate a male interment, 
while a quern and a lump of red ochre seem to be 
very clear markers of feminity - cp. the p-values in 
Table 16). With these extra arrowhead-niarked 
graves grouped with the other males, Table i 7 is 
the result.* 
Whatever one may think of this procedure, there 
is a clear dichotomy visible in the Chi-square 
values, and arrowheads now defmitely belong to 
the marker-categories. Thus: 
- female graves contain querns and/or red ochre; 
- male graves contain undecorated vessels and/or 
adzes of type III and/or arrowheads. 
The other categories are not specific to sex, and 
may be considered "general". In this way, a grave 
inventory consists of a selection of artifacts from the 
"general" set of categories, plus one or two 
specimens drawn from the sex-specific group. Yet 
there remain some controversial inventories to be 
noted: 
the ambigious grave no. 087 (which I am 
inclined to think of as a rich female); 
two female graves containing one arrowhead 
each (nos. 014 and 106. This latter female has 
apparently been killed by the arrowhead, though, 
as it was sticking into her skuU (sec PI. 160 in 
Modderman 1970 (II)) . As no shadow of the skuU 
of the former woman has survived, no conclusion 
can be drawn in her case, altliough the position of 
the arrowhead is suggestive (here too sec PI. 128 of 
the same volume); 
and another female grave (no. 105) holding an 
undecorated pot; 
conversely, two male graves held lumps of red 
ochre (nos. ooi and 003). 
A corroboration (not a proof!) of the above 
difierentiation according to sex of the grave gifts at 
Elsloo is found in Reinecke's summary of the Lesser 
Bavarian LBK; in his account of the graveyard at 
Aiterhofen (Reinecke 1978: 12), where the skele-
tons have been preserved, and where their sex was 
biometrically established, he lists the categories of 
grave goods going with either of them. Male 
skeletons were accompanied by arrowheads, (un-
specified) pots, (unspecified) adzes, and graphite 
(plus spondylus shell ornaments); female inter-
ments held (unspecified) pots, querns, red ochre 
(plus river shell adornments and bone awls); 
earthenware and blades were found with both 
sexes (also cf. Osterhaus 1975). 
As a sideline here, in the fifth section of this 
chapter, on indirect evidence I will push the 
determination of the sexes to 38 male graves (here, 
25 have been established) and 33 female ones (up 
till now, 21), with a resultant sex-ratio of .46 (as 
here). Hausler, in his survey of LBK graveyards 
(Hausler 1966: 46) suggests an overall sex-ratio of 
ca. .50. At the (younger) LBK cemetery at Nitra, 
Pavük found a ratio of .40, which he considered 
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nornial in view of other graveyards of the period 
(Pavük 1972b: 74-75). In other words, when the 
grave gifts are not deviant (Modderman 1970 (I): 
66-71), the sex-ratio seems to conform at Elsloo. 
The sexed graves appear in the plan on Fig. 27; 
they are listed in Table 18. 'i"he indirectly sexed 
graves, cf Section 5, this chapter, have been 
entered separately in plan and table. Below, I will 
always commence an analysis with the graves for 
which the sex was determined "directly", i.e., from 
the grave gifts, and then later bring in the indirectly 
sexed graves. 
Besides sex, age is the other likely criterion for a 
division of labour and status in egalitarian society; 
again, as the skeletons have disappeared, it is 
impossible to make direct observations. There are 
two problems connected with age in an analysis 
like this. The first one (to be referred to as the 
"adults-only hypothesis") is concerned with which 
sections of the community were interred at the 
graveyard, a qualitative problem. The second one 
has to do with the grading or ranking of those 
individuals that were buried in the graveyard. 
To begin with the qualitative problem, Binford 
(1972: 232-234) concludcd from a comparative 
(ethnographic) study that normally people are 
buried in different places at different stages in their 
lives; the older they are (i.e., the more important 
they are in Neolithic, egalitarian contexts), the 
more effort will be spent on their burial. Thus, 
people of a similar social age (e.g., all adults) will 
be buried in the same location. 
A comparative analysis of those Bandkeramik 
graveyards where the skeletons had been preserved 
and age at death could be established, led Hausler 
to a similar conclusion: almost without exception 
adult burials were reported (Hausler 1966: 27-33), 
which is also in line with Modderman 1970 (I): 
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205-206. Yet, recent publications suggest other-
wise: Osterhaus mentions children's graves at the 
Aiterhofen and Sengkofen cemeteries (Osterhaus 
1975), and Pavüic (1972b: 66) reportS22 (out of 72) 
children's interments at the Nitra necropolis. 
Indeed, he even states that Younger LBK grave-
yards without children's interments are exceptions 
rather than the rule. And in an analysis of the teeth 
enamel recovered from the nearby Niedermerz 
cemetery (Aldenhoven, Kr. Duren, near Aachen, 
West-Germany) it could be established that 
children have been buried there, too (M. Dohrn-
Ihmig, pers. comm. 170678). 
To sum up: theoreticans (Binford, Hausler) 
postulate a group of like age, and excavators 
(Dohrn-Ihmig, Osterhaus, Pavük) report hetero-
geneous compositions of the populations of the 
graveyards. If, thereforc, it is undecided which age 
groups can and which age groups cannot be buried 
in the graveyard, perhaps within it different age 
groups might be present. Thus, when children's 
gra\es are there, these should be singled out by a 
specific priiuipal component, setting off graves 
with gifts from the "general" category only (as a 
parallel to the inventories of the children's graves at 
Nitra: Pavük 1972b: 74-75). Moreover, as Binford 
pointed out, one would also expect that the graves 
specified this way would contain restricted sets of 
gifts only (again, cf the Nitra data). Among the 
components, there is one possible candidate 
marker (no. 7) of children's graves, as all other 
components are easier interpretable in other ways. 
It is specific, and conforms more or less to the 
expected pattern, given an interpretation of the 
components nos. 4 and 5 as "female" and "male", 
respectivcly: undecorated pots and sherds, arrow-
heads,and adzes of types I and IV-VI show similar 
loadings on the sexing components and this one, 
with only charcoal specific to this component 
(Table 10). However, it is not the poorer graves 
that are picked out by this component (Table 19): 
there is almost no diffcrcnce in the distribution of 
gifts in the graves of this component from that of the 
totality of the cemetery (and so principal compo-
nent no. 7 remains an auxiliary marker of male 
graves). 
Again, from Pavük's accounts (1972a: 125; 
1972b: 72, 74-75) it can be derived that in Nitra 
children's graves are doted with "general" cate-
gories of grave gifts, rather than with sex-specific 
ones. When in the Elsloo cemetery all graves 
containing "general" gifts only are called chil-
dren's graves, then the distribution in Table 20 
results (in this table, as in the next, the distribution 
of the graves without gifts is made to conform to 
that from Nitra). 1'he table shows some 4o"ó of the 
graves to be children's at Elsloo (30% at Nitra). If, 
however, all indirectly sexable graves are entered 
along with the directly sexable ones, then the 
distribution would be as in Table 21, approxi-
mately: 23% of the graves might then bc children's, 
half of them without gifts. 
Neither of the distributions seems improbable, 
the latter even more or less plausible. Still, this is no 
argument in favour of or against the adults-only 
hypothesis; apparently, children's graves are not 
marked in any specific way by grave gifts. 
I am very reluctant to list the graves that might 
be considered children's, as it is not even sure that 
this agegroup is to be found in this graveyard. 
However, ifpressed, I would select the foUowing 16 
graves: nos. 002, 015, 018*, 028, 053, 061, obg"", 
077, 079, 084"', 086''', 091, 095, loi"*, 103, 104* 
(asterisked nos. indicate graves with general gifts). 
These are the graves at a distance greater than 
average + one Standard deviation from their 
nearest neighbour and which do not contain sex 
specific grave gifts. 
The above statement should be read that if 
children's graves are present at Elsloo, those 
indicated stand a chance fairer than average to 
belong to that group; it should not be interpretated 
to say that among the other graves no children's 
will be found. 
Another possibility is found in either left/right 
sidedness, or orientation, which may be specific to 
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age sets. From the Uterature, this would seem 
unlikely (Hausler 1964: 57-59; and 1966: 49). The 
small number of graves in Elsloo where these 
quahties can be estabhshed precludes testing. The 
cremation/inhumation distinction is also entirely 
inconclusive. 
Finally, I have used elsewhere (Van de Velde 
1979) the slightly uneven sex ratio at the Elsloo 
graveyard as an argument in corroboration of the 
"adults-only" hypothesis, which seems to be ques-
tionable by now: 46 (at best, 65) sexable graves is a 
basis numerically too weak to sustain it. The most 
one could say, again, is that there is no contra-
dictory evidence, as follows from the following 
reformulation: 
From sex ratio, pcriod of" use of the graveyard, etc., it is 
possible to give a rough estimate of the population (Also in 
Modderman 1970 (I): 205-207). Suppose that in a 
hypothetical starting population of 200 infant children 
equally distributcd over the sexes, half of them die before 
initiation (i.e., 50 + 5 0 ^ 1 0 0 not on the adult burial 
grounds) then the difference between a sex ratio of .50 
(hypothetical) and .46 (actual) can be found in the 
number of adult females dying at or before the birth of 
their first child; a ratio of .46 stands for 43 women and 50 
men. Suppose also that half the number of children of these 
dying mothers live to be incorporated into the starting 
population (four infants). Then 43 women should bear 
200 — 4 = 1 9 6 children; i.e., 4.6 children per woman. 
This way, an original population of 200 newborn infants 
results in 50 male plus 43 female graves. Instead, 113 
graves have been unearthed, so the population should 
havebeen (i 13/93) ^ 200 = 2 4 3 ; o r 8 i peoplea tany time 
if three generations are assumed (and 61 over four 
generations). 
If, contrary to this "adult-only" picture, Table 20 (or 
21) pertains, then the population must have consisted of 67 
(or 90) individuals (four generations: 50 and 68, resp.), 
assuming every female identified in the graveyard to have 
borne four children, the remainder of which (2.64, and 
3.43, resp.) have not been recovered. 
All these assumptions cannot be too wide off the mark; 
from the convergence of the outcomes, again no decision 
can be made between the "adults-only" hypothesis and its 
alternatives. Moreover, the convergence suggests some 
reliability of the population estimate. (If the number ol 
graves in the graveyard is set at 125, instead of 113 (cf 
Section 2 of this chapter), then three generation estimates 
of the population would be; 90, 74, and 100 respectively; 
the corresponding four-generation figures then become 67, 
55, and 75 per generation.) 
One inescapablc conclusion emerges from these 
games with figures: no matter which of the assump-
tions is chosen as a starting point, a sizable 
proportion of the population's children bas not 
been buried at the Elsloo cemetery. 
If, then, the non-adult part of the population is 
not recoverable, it necessarily follows that the older 
part cannot be made out as a group either: no 
contrasting attributes are visible. In other words, 
the undeniable differences in quantities of grave 
gifts should be explained some other way. 
This brings us to the second problem of ranking: 
the grading of those buried in the cemetery as a 
correlate of relative age (Binford 1972: 232-234), 
but now within the group buried at the same place. 
Principal component no. 3 (Table 10) seems to 
set ofTdecorated pots from undecorated sherds and 
intricately ornamented ware from more simply 
decorated pottery. Empirically, however, the 
graves with the "richer" inventories are selected 
(Table 22). Here the number of categories of grave 
gifts defines this "wealth", as the analysis was run 
on a presence/absence basis to avoid mixing up 
with specialists' graves (cf p. 95-113). 
When position in the local hierarchy (defined as 
access to scarce things) corresponds in some way 
with the effort spent at a person's burial, this can be 
worked out in three ways: 
1. Similar to Hodson's reanalysis of the grave 
gifts at the Hallstatt cemetery: the rarer a thing, the 
higher its value (Hodson 1977; also cf Schiffer 
1976: 190 for an inspiring discussion). However, 
there are some dilllculties with this idea. In the first 
place, the regular inflation of status symbols (cf 
Schiffer 1976: 190) willblock adiachronicperspec-
tive of the hierarchy, as things once rare become 
more frequent with time; worse even, at Elsloo only 
a small proportion of the graves can be dated 
reliably. In the second place, and not considered by 
either Hodson or Schifier, an equation of rarity and 
values may be a Western (and capitalistic) notion -
at Elsloo, for instance, undecorated pots are scarcer 
than decorated ones (15 vs. 24; in the settlement. 
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tlie reverse is the case - so , which alternativeshould 
be chosen?), adzes of type I (n ^ 5 ) are scarcer, 
and consequently of higher value than adzes of type 
III (n = 1 3 ) or IV-VI (n = 1 5 ) , but this would 
neglect the chronological restriction of type I (cf 
p. 85-86). 
2. Less amenable to an occidental outlook, an 
attempt al estimating the amount of laboor spent to 
produce the grave gifts can be made. This has the 
advantage of being an objective Standard but also 
raises problems. For instance, matching value with 
labour seems to be non-universal (Sahlins 1972: 68, 
225, 289), and consequently "scarcity" or any ofits 
analogues can hardly be defined this way - it 
ultimately leads to a notion of exchange-value (as 
opposed to use-value, which is more applicable in 
this kind of society) (for a discussion of these notions 
cf. Sahlins 1972: 277 [note], 307). Also, anestimate 
of the production time is likely to be quite 
arbitrary. Nevertheless, an attempt can be made: 
A decorated pot has much more (usually, and 
perhaps twice as much; e.g., Lauer 1974: 57) work 
spent on its manufacture than an undecorated 
vessel, and an arrowhead represents more produc-
tive effort than does a blank blade. Granting 
arbitrary values to the different kinds of artifacts, 
the following scale was used to evaluate the 
assemblages per grave: 
Ceramics points Flint points 
undecorated sherd 2 debris I 
decorated sherd 4 blanks 5 
undecorated pot 20 used blades 10 
decorated pt>t 40 scrapers '5 
arrowheads 2 0 
Stone 
complete quern 50 Adzes 
fragments 5 per piece 50 
Chmrhoal Red ochre 
traces I traces a 
lumps 5 lumps 10 
The resultant distribution is presented in table 23. 
As noted already, such an at-first-sight "etic" 
account, based on a rough estimate of labour 
incorporated into the grave gifts, may be mea-
suring some kind of exchange-value only, which is 
less or even entirely inapplicable at this level of 
socio-political development. Point 3 represents an 
attempt to circumnavigate these diOïculties and to 
follow the lead indicated by the principal com-
ponents analysis. 
3. The categories of Table 10 were lumped into 
rather broad "kinds": whether a few undecorated 
sherds or three well-decorated vessels were in the 
grave, "ceramics" was scored present; similarly, all 
flints were grouped; etc. Summing these presences 
an indicator of the distribution of statuses is found 
in Table 24; actually, it is the distribution of broad 
spectrum grave inventories that is made visible this 
way. 
Of course such a grouping is too general to be of 
much use. The "kinds" introduced do not seem to 
convey much meaning, although the correlation 
with labour input apparent from Table 23 is 
suggestive of at least some ranking dimentions - the 
one also brought out by the third principal 
component. 
Yet a further development into this direction 
might bring us to an operationalization of use-
value. One should have know the number of 
activities or uses the grave gifts stand for -
probably, the number of activities presented in a 
grave will correlate with the kind of productive 
activities the deceascd has been involved in during 
his/her life, thus a correlate of influence. 
Mainly drawing on correlation and association, 
but also on suppositions of the author, the following 
listing of activities was devised. 
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Artifacts in grave —• (correlate with) supposed activity 
pots (decorated and undec.) storage 
sherds (decorated and undec.) service 
querns, ochre adomment 
charcoat ? 
arrowheads, knives huniing and dressing 
adzes types I-IIl male forestry 
adzes types IV- VI agriculture 
debris, nuclei firejlighting equipment (?) 
(Ofcourse, "activity" is an entirely unfiiunded and arbitrary interpreta-
tion; however^ for the analysis^ it is the associalion of artifacts that 
counts.) 
Scoring the several grave inventories according to 
this list resulted in Fig. 28, Tables 25 and 26; 
assuming that the above associations have some 
validity, then the following conclusions can be 
drawn: 
- The two sexes were on equal footing at Elsloo: 
the distributions in both columns in Tablc 25 are 
almost identical. (At Nitra, Pavük concluded that 
males were more important than females; Pavük 
1972a: 126; 1972b: 72.) 
- The districution of numbers of graves over the 
numbers of activitics is very regular: in Table 25 no 
clusterings are to be observed at top and bottom 
with a gap in between. 1 f then, number of activities 
may be equated with influence, power, and the 
like, then not a stratified, but a ranked (or even 
egalitarian) society is presented by the Elsloo cem-
etery (as possibly at Nitra also: Pavük 1972b: 97). 
When below (pp. 96-98) difierential access by 
groups to goods is obserNcd at Elsloo, it is access to 
ceremonial goods, which indicates a ranked rather 
than an egalitarian society. 
The ranking principle that has been made visible 
this way should be age, as it applied to (almost) all 
graves, and as age can be expected to be generally 
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visible. Ihis does nol intcrfere witii my previous 
sialenieni that no conclusive evidence can be 
forwarded as to what section of the population is 
buried at Elsloo, and more specifically, that chil-
dren's graves are not specially marked there. 
Wilhin the group that has been interred, age is a 
ranking agenl, and thercfore for the entire social 
structure prohably also. 
Aparl h'oni ranking by age, two other forms of 
distinction are visible in the grave gifts. Looking up 
the eslimates of labour involved, a further qualifi-
cation of the egalitarianism is to be made: 
- Three graves with six or seven activities rep-
rcsentcd have more complete inventories than the 
other ones. In the other graves, most activities are 
represented by one artifact only (if at all), with 
usually one activity more complete: here (graves 
nos. ooi , 083 and 087; one male, one female and 
possibly another female), more activities are com-
pletely represented, they have been awarded more 
than the other people. Specifically, these graves 
hold what has been interpreted here as hunting 
equipment (arrowheads plm knives) as well as 
agricultural tools (1-2 adzes), apart from complete 
marker sets of theirsex (i.e., qucrn/)/M.vochre, or an 
undecoraU'd pol plus an arrowhead plus a high 
adze). This same complex was also found in the 
male grave no. 100 (with five activities repre-
sented). Incidentally, this explains the ambiguity 
of the sex of the deceased in grave no. 087, now 
determined female. 
Also, two or three specializations seem to have 
commanded more respect than did regular contri-
bulion lo survival: the four graves with more 
cxlensive hunting equipment (male graves nos. 
003, 005, 067, 071) have witnesses of four or five 
activities and the graves with three or four pots (nos. 
005, 096, 112; all male), of three or four activities. 
Similarly, the adze-rich grave no. 083 (female) 
lU'iU'd nioie ihan iiiodal, even six activities (but it 
goes possibly with ihe lirst group). 
Perhaps the lirst group would tally with a "big 
man/woman", or a "chief". That at least one 
woman occurs among the leading deceased sug-
gests the exislance of a chiefly lineage at Elsloo, 
rather than big-man type prominent figures: Lea-
cock (1978) failed to locate any big woman in her 
survey of egalitarian societies, whereas references 
to females in chiefiy (i.e., hereditary) positions 
abound (alsocf R. Cohen'scommentfoUowingthe 
Leacock article). Again, ranking rather than egah-
larian society is implied. 
The second group (hunters and those with the 
pots) may teil something of the society's prefe-
rences, or with a heavier word, its value system. 
So we remain with a picture of the social network 
in which positions were primarily differentiated 
according to sex and ranked to age, but also, and 
less pervasive, to specializations and a few chiefiy 
toppers. Together, these form as almost perfect 
picture of the definition of "ranked society" on 
p. 86. 
One final and perhaps rather marginal observation 
still has to be made. From Van Gennep's discussion 
of funerary customs (especially Van Gennep 1977: 
152-154), one might expect two different sets of 
attributes with different functions presented to the 
deceased: one set indicating bis or her position in 
the social structure and another one consisting of 
the necessities of travel to the Other Side. Although 
the grave gifts show differentiation and ranking of 
those burried, no gifts seem to be especially meant as 
travelling guides at Elsloo. Those artifacts that might 
be interpreted that way (arrowheads, pots) also 
seem to funclion wilhin the social framework. Such 
a "primacy" of the positional markers is not an 
analytical artifact: there is not a single category of 
grave gifts common to even half the number of 
graves which might therefore be a candidate for 
such a travelling function. Perhaps the reason must 
be sought in the LBK's notions about distance, 
time, and travel, plus in the general character of 
Van Gennep's statements. 
After this sketch of the positions in the social 
structure of the Elsloo people, we now turn to the 
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relations between the people and the groups 
holding the various positions. 
4. The Elsloo graveyard: a structuralist analysis 
In contrast with the previous section, the present 
approach is not concerned with counts of the 
number of grave gifts per grave, but with graves 
sharing the various categories of gifts. The aim is 
explicitly collectivistic here: rather than individual 
positions, relations between groups are our theme, 
since primitive society seems to revolve around 
those relations that are commonly indicated by 
"kinship". And whether these are thought of as 
a "general institution" (E.E. Evans-Pritchard, 
qiioled in Godelier 1977 (I): 84) and thcn provide 
lor many functions (and include relations of pro-
duction; cf the next section), or as a more restricted 
phenomenon which mainly provides for a society's 
biological continuity, there seems to be no doubt 
about their all-encompassing nature in pre-state 
communities. 
If kin relations are (partially) defined as the 
social relations between groups, this was since 
ancient times conceived of as the regulation of 
recruitment of members to kinship groups; later, 
kinship groups were considered the clements of an 
alliance or exchange system (Fox 1967: 23). The 
first emphasis had to do with consanguinity, with 
inheritance and succession, the second with af-
finity, the regulation of exogamy and the definition 
of incest (cf Keesing 1965: 345) - in fact, the two 
are not exclusive, but rather presuppose one 
another (Fox 1967: 35). 
To throw light on the relations, one possible 
approach is to try to discover the component groups in 
the graveyard: if social life was an affair of groups, 
these may be mirrored in the graveyard. Apropos his 
own excavations at Nitra, Pavük has tried to 
outline groups in a number of Bandkeramik grave-
yards; among these the Elsloo cemetery (Pavük 
1972b: 87, 92); his five grave groups are outlined 
on Fig. 29. He maintains a relation of this 
grouping of the graves with the cyclical return of 
the population due to thcir so-callcd "migrant-
farmers" ("Wanderbauern") economy; the groups 
are chronologically distinct (Pavük 1972b: 98; also 
Redlich 1966). In the case of Elsloo, 77 graves 
cannot be grouped this way (omitting the two 
outlying graves nos. 061 and 095).^ Especially this 
last observation makes me reluctant to use Pavük's 
subdivision, and I would rather attempt another 
approach: if (social) groups are present as groups of 
graves, these are as likely to be marked by 
geographical concentration as by the grave gifts in 
them. In other words, an analysis of the grave gift 
distributions might be informative. And indeed, 
not all grave gifts are everywhere. If these dif-
ferences are sociogenic, then the different groups 
of deceased apparently had differential access to 
these goods; not every grave contains a gift out of 
every category. Still, recognition of a pattcrn 
which accounts for all differences is very hard to 
come by. In the plan of the graveyard some grave 
groups are visible on the one hand, though these 
need not conform to Pavük's formation; on the 
other hand, a substantial body of graves shows a 
fuzzy, and almost random distribution, especially 
in the western, northwestern and northern parts of 
the graveyard. In a first, trial approach, respecting 
the rather clear grouping of graves in the southern, 
southeastern, eastern and central sectors, the re-
mainder was then arbitrarily subdivided as in Fig. 
30. This partitition into nine fields was for a priori 
reasons: after a preliminary analysis, regrouping 
has to be possible - that is, the mesh should be finer 
than the expectcd group size. If, then, 111 graves 
(omitting the two outlying) have been produced by 
three generations, per generation some 37 inter-
ments were made; given the low density of grave 
gifts, groups smaller than perhaps four graves will 
hardly be perceptible; thus we arrive at 37 :4 = 9 
"groups". The geographical groupings would then 
average 10 to 15 graves. With this lattice the 
distributions of the various categories of grave 
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Fig. 2ij, Elsloo fcmetery. Cïrouping 
of the graves according to Pavi'ik. 
Full contours: groups by Pavük 
1972b, 
Interrupted contours: critique by 
present author, as in note 3. 
Arabic numerals: grave numbcrs 
Roman numerals: relative thitc, 
from Fig. 26. 
goeds were screened. Table 27 renders the number 
of graves per sector or field. Then, by means of the 
forimila 
e . = - x k 
it is possible to calculate an expected distribution of 
graves with grave gifts of category C. This distri-
bution reflects a situation in which e, ^ expected 
luimlx'r of graves in field i containing category C; 
m == number of graves in field i; N = 111, number 
of graves in the cemetery. k: observed number of 
graves with gift C in the cemetery. This calculated 
distribution refiects a situation in which no dif-
ferential access to category C exists. A comparison 
of this hypothetical distribution with the actual one 
shows where too many, or where too few graves 
have been donated with this category (cf Tables 28 
for an example and 29 for a summary). From these 
latter "patterns" it appears that some fields tend to 
vary jointly, and others independently: an overall 
structure of four groups emerges. 
The picture is very clear for the southwesterly 
sector, which is always by itself, as against the 
Southern and southeastern fields, which vary to-
gcther, and western and northwestern fields, also 
logether. 1 hen, it is also clear that the eastern and 
northeastern sectors go together; the alignment of 
the central and the northern fields, however, poses 
problems: in the first place the two always react in 
opposite ways, with one sometimes conforming to 
the western neighbourhood and the other to the 
eastern, and sometimes the other way around. 
The correlation coefficients (between the fields, 
summed over the categories; Table 30) are not very 
impressive, although the northern field shows some 
affinity for the northeastern and eastern fields. A 
further investigation dit not produce any reason to 
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prcfer one ahgnment to the other: on the basis of the 
grave gifts, the northern field should be grouped 
with the eastern and northeastern for the red ochre, 
bul with the northwestern and western fields, for 
undecorated pots and arrowheads. 1 hc summed 
Chi-squares for both divisions are almost the same: 
51.2 ö.y. 52.5 (withdf. ^ 3 3 ) . A consideration of the 
empty zones between the graves was inconclusive 
(although the limits about to be proposed are 
slightly less twisted). Only the distribution of the 
sexes is in favour of a grouping of the centre with 
the eastern and northeastern, and of the northern 
lield with the western and northwestern (Table 
31); however, this argument loses its force when 
the indirectly sexed graves are added. Finally, 
correlation coefficients are compounds of multi-
dimensional variation, and they cannot be ac-
corded decisive status. 
Yet the size of the resultant northwestern group 
suggests in both solutions a further subdivision, but 
there is no other argument to follow this through 
(cf note 6 below). It is the distribution of the sexes 
which makes me favour the grouping of central 
with eastern and northeastern and of northern 
with western and northwestern. 
A closer look at the grave gift distributions 
suggests some minor adjustments of the borders of 
the four sectors thus retained: to the sourthwest a 
part of the western field is added. Fig. 31 shows the 
geographical redefinition. The zones between the 
four sectors are then devoid of graves with gifts; and 
only five graves without gifts cannot be assigned 
conclusively (Fig. 32). The average width of the no 
man's land is more than the mean distance between 
the graves plus two Standard deviations (Tables 32 
and 34)." 
A comparison of the distribution of the eleven 
categories of grave gifts (i.e., those with sufficiënt 
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representation) gives a sunimed Chi-square of 
88.87 (^^it'i df. II X ( 9 - i) = 8 8 ) for the nine-
fold subdivision - which at best would be inter-
pretable as somewhat skewed - and of 50.42 (with 
df II X (4 — i) ^ 3 3 ) for the four-sector model 
- which is significant at the 1% level (Tables 34 
and 35). 
Notwithstanding Tables 32 and 33, the limits of 
liu' fmir groups in Fig. 32 should be considered 
approxiniate only; similarly, the groups or sectors 
should be thought of as cores rather than neatly 
delimited territorial units - after all, a geographical 
shift has been established in the use of the grave-
yard with time (Section 2 and Fig. 26). Also, there 
is not a i-o exclusiveness across the zones, but a 
Jalliiig qlj ol the frecpiencies. Ihese restrictions 
apply specifically to sectors I and II (cf above), 
where no very clear-cut separation of the two 
(except in the geographical distribution of the 
graves) is visible. 
VVhen these four sectors are accepted as indica-
tors of a similar number of groups (cf, however, 
note 2), then the problem of the relations between these 
groups arises. Thinking of these relations in terms of 
their lasting effects rather than in their personal, 
volatile, day-to-day manifestations, these group 
relations are of a alliance nature. Alliance, that is, 
bonds between groups, involves relations of af-
finity; more general, it involves exchange of all 
kinds of things, including women (Lévi-Strauss 
1969b: 44, 60-61; for a somewhat different inter-
pretation, cf. next section). This exchange is 
basically reducible to either of the following 
structures (Lévi-Strauss i96gb: xxiii): 
1. complex; i.e., where relations of exchange 
exist with all other groups. 
2. elementary; i.e., where relations of exchange 
exist with specified groups only. 
Among the elementary patterns, a limited set of 
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ahernatives is possible: symmetrical, or restricted 
exchange (Where relations are between two 
groups only, i.e., reciprocal; Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 
146), and generalized, or asymmctrical exchange 
(where the relations are uiiidirectional, or uiiivocal 
instead of reciprocal, between any number of 
groups; Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 178-179), with the 
latter still further differentiated into "open" struc-
tures of continuous exhchange (with exchange 
from group to group) and "closed" structures of 
discontiiiuous exchange (dealing with one group in 
this generation; a return is provided in the next 
generation; Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 444-445). 
To explain these notions I will make use of the 
model of relations presenied in Fig. 33, where, for 
the sake of clarity (and also because that number of 
groups has been found) four groups of equal size are 
practicing exchange. For every category of goods 
(mostly of a ceremonial nature) one specific group 
is supposed to be the introducer into the system; for 
another category, another specific group. 
i. In the case of a complex exchange system (Fig. 34) 
group A, the introducer, will have dealings with all 
other groups involved, and these with each other in 
turn. Consequently, the category a will be diffused 
evenly to the different groups, with only group A 
possibly retaining some more in stock. 
2. In the case of an asymmctrical and linear exchange 
system (Fig. 35) group A will present its goods a to 
one group only, e.g. to B. Similarly, B will deal with 
C only, and so on. It is the gist of this system that 
exchange is clearly directed, univocal; in the 
example of Fig. 35 the goods a flow in a clockwise 
direction through the network of relations (and, 
implicitly, other articles flow counterclockwise, the 
return prestations). Every group will keep a 
proportion of a and present the remainder to its 
customary partner down the line. The resultant 
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Fig. -jj. General model ol an exchange system ol'4 groups. Group A introduces 
the category of goods to bc cxchangcd with groups B, C and D, in the nctwork 
shown. All possible relations have been mapped; in difTerent exchange struc-
tures, difTerent relations become articulated (ref. to Figs 34 to 37). 
A B C D 
Fig. 34. A model of complex exchange relations in a 
four-groups system. 
Left: direction of exchange t articulated rela-
tions. 
Right: distribution of ö over the system after time 
(horizontal dashed line estimated average); 
groups have been arranged according to 
diminishing frequencies. 
(of' 
A B C D 
Fig. j ^ . \ model ui'asymmetrical and linear exchange. 
Left: direction of exchange -r articulated rela-
tionships. 
Right: distribution of tï o\'er the system after time; 
horizontal dashed line: estimated average 
frequency; groups arranged according to 
diminishing frequency of a. 
A B D C 
Fig. j6. A model of asymmetrical and alternating ex-
change. 
Left: direction of exchange t articulated rela-
tions in contiguous generation. 
Right: distribution of A over the system after time; 
dashed line: estimated average frequency: 
groups arranged in order of diminishing fre-
quency of category a. 
Fig. ^jy. A model of symmctrical exchange: only two 
groups take part. 
Left: the exchange relation. 
Right: distribution of a after time; dashed line: 
averaged frequency. 
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distribution is one of diminishing quantities of a 
in the direction of the exchangc rclationships. 
3. In the case of an asymmetrical andalternating (or 
discontinuous) exchange sjstem (Fig. 36) group A 
deals altcrnatively (during a certain time span, 
mostly per generation) with group B and group D, 
but not with the fourth group. In such a system, 
every group will be in similar relationships with 
two others. The goods a will disperse through the 
system in such a way that in due time groups B and 
D will possess approximately equal amounts of 
them, less than group A; the fourth group will 
possess still less of them. 
4. Finally, in the case of symmetrie exehange the 
importer group has dealings with one other group 
only, eitlicr directly of indirectly (Fig. 37). It is in 
the nature of this system that other groups will have 
to seek access to a through extablishing their own 
import "monopoly", even when living in the same 
territory as group A. 
Before quantifying the grave goods in the Elsloo 
cemetery to match them with the above models, 
three reservations should be made: 
- As long as the groups are of roughly equal size 
(that is, on the same scale), numerical differences 
will hardly be consequential upon the functioning 
of the exchange structure: a group stands in a fixed 
relationship with another group or not, and the 
concomitant privileges and duties are fixed by 
tradition. 
- If the exchange systems were closed (i.e., with-
out a "sink" function) the terminal situation would 
be that all groups possessed equal amounts ofe\ery 
kind of goods. K,mpirically, closed systems will 
hardly occur: grave gifts, losses, shoving off into 
external exchange networks, e t c , provide for the 
vacuüm which keeps the goods going down the 
lines, resulting in distributions resembüng those in 
Figs. 34 to 37 (also cf the discussion in Salisbury 
I95Ö)-
- In terms of the model, and related to grave gifts, 
the meaning attached to the word "exchange" is 
unimportant: the deceased's group may have 
accumulated (ceremonial) goods during his/her 
lifetime along the customary relationships; in fact, 
they may possess a pool of them. Or, the relations 
may call at the funeral and register their sympa-
thies by means of surrender of their groups' 
attributes. In both casse the goods flow through 
existing networks because of the attendant claims. 
The "profiles" drawn in Figs. 34 to 37 are meant 
to facilitate recognition and interpretation of the 
distributions perceptible in the Elsloo graveyard. 
Assuming that the four sectors in Fig. 32 are a 
tolerable approximation, the different counts of 
graves per group with a category of goods were 
corrected for group size and scaled to render them 
comparable. Rearrangement according to dimin-
ishing frequencies resulted in the eleven graphs of 
Fig. 38. 
From the models, it fbllows that the groups with 
the greatest amount of a kind of goods are the 
introducers, no matter which exchange structure 
prevails. The frequencies down the line may 
indicate the positions of the different groups in the 
exchange structure, and the shape of the graph the 
type of structure. Thus, the seven graphs to the left 
of Fig. 38 seem to indicate an asymmetrical and 
linear exchange system; two (top right: undeco-
rated pots and decorated sherdsl do not conform 
to any of the hypothetical patterns. The remaining 
two (blades, and adzes of types IV-VI) suggest a 
generalized structure of the relations. 
Also, along with the labels, the orderihg of the 
groups has been presented according to dimin-
ishing frequencies.' Six catcgories of grave gifts 
(undecorated sherds; querns; thick and flat adzes; 
decorated and imdccorated pots) show an identi-
cal arrangement. When the ordering is permuted so 
as to have group I in the leading position, the 
sequence is I —>III —•Il —>IV (—>I). Charcoal 
and decorated sherds stipulate a I —>II —>III —»IV 
network, as may be done by red ochre and blades 
as well (though here, approximately equal fre-
quencies result in ambiguous arrangemcnts); 
finally, arrowheads may stand for a I —>III —> 
IV —>II pattern. 




red ochre: 4-3-1-2 
arrowheads: 
3-4-2-1 
1 . -H t-^^'-'t 1— adzes(typelll): 
^ 1 3 - 2 - 4 








f lint blades: 
4-1-2-3 
l''ig. ^j8. Elsloü graveyard: ircqucncy couius of graves 
per gra \e gift category and per grave group; arrangcd 
arcording to descending proportions, with sequence of 
groups writlcn to the right. The number of graves con-
taining the category is written to the top right of the 
diagrams. Frequencies normalized and corrected for 
group size. 
The left-hand series conforms approximately to 
expected distribution in an asymmetrical linear ex-
change structure; the right-hand series: top-two un-
accountable, bottom-lwo generahzed exchange. 
ctiarcoal: 4-1-2-3 
In iliLs vvay, it is possible to derive from the 
statislical image of the distributions of grave 
goods (Fig. 38) the appropriate mechanical model 
(those rendered in P'igs. 34 to 38); in the above 
case, an asymmetrical and linear structuring of the 
exchange relations is found. Also, the non-occur-
rence or few instances of the other "profiles" in the 
data is an internal check: the possible alternatives 
are excliided. The directions of the exchange 
relations are pictured in Fig. 39. The relations 
imply a moiety structure of groups I and II vs. 
groups I I I and IV; whether this duahty was 
recognized is diflicull to dccide - the not com-
pletely consistent circuitry (cf. the transition ma-
trices in fig. 40) even seems to suggest otherwise' 
(see below, p. 107). 
With all gifts going ap()roximately the same 
direction, automatically the question arises: what 
went the other way? 
Exchange relations being what they are, bonds 
of alliance between groups which also incorporate 
kin relations, the answer is unequivocal: women. 
In fact, matrilateral cross-cousin preference is 
synonymous with asymmetrical and linear ex-





^'g- 39- The most likely exchange relations belween the four 
sectors of the population at Elsloo cemetery. 
arrows indicate direction ofjlow of goods. 
dashed line: logicatlv implied moiety division. 
1 I I l i l IV 
1 
1 I I I I I IV 
1 10 - 2 7 -
I I 10 I I 3 - 2 4 
III 10 III % ^'A - ^A 
IV 10 • IV 6 ^'A A -
Fig. 40. Transition matrices of exchange of goods (for transfer of 
women read from columns to rows) Read: group i (ist row) 
Irades to group III (3rd column); etc. 
Lelt matrix: when all exchanges had boen conform to the 
mechanical model I - I I I - I I - IV-I , the matrix would be like this 
one. 
Righl matrix; observed pattern in the distribution of grave 
gifts at the Elsloo cemetery (from fig. 38), 4 ex aequo cases 
(=undeco ra t ed sherds for groups I I / IV , red ochre IV / I I I , 
undecorated pots IV'/I, and bladcs I / II) have been scored half 
per possible partner (charcoal omitted). 
change (generally called: circulating; De Josselin 
de Jong 1951: 34-43 gives a lucid summary of the 
marriage/alliance aspect of exchange relations). 
Such an exchange system is compatible with 
uxorilocal and virilocal post-marital residence 
rules; it is also compatible with patri- and matri-
lineal descent. 
To derive the rules operativc at that time, it is 
necessary to have recourse to theory again. (A 
preliminary and cautionary notc: il is advisable to 
use pad and pencil to foUow the argument through; 
even athropologists of the Leiden School find it 
difficult to keep up without such aids.) The 
composition of the burying group is the result of 
descent and residence together; as above, I assume 
the grave gifts to be defmed in a similar way. 
Essentially, only a few combinations of these rules 
are possible": unilineal systems in which rules 
of descent and residence coincide ("harmonie 
regimes") and bilineal systems in which residence 
and descent are regulated according to different 
Unes ("disharmonie regimes"; Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 
215). Basically, ifthefemalesareexchanged by the 
men (Lêvi-Strauss 1967: 45; Leach 1970: 77) then 
the acquirers of these spouses are likely to be in 
constant (if only cercmonial) debt to their wives' 
brothers; yet these men will tend to control (if only 
ceremonially) their sisters (for a critical assess-
ment, cf Van Baal 1975: 71). Now, given matri-
lateral cross-cousin preferences, unilineal (or har-
monie) systems require a very limited set of rela-
tions: 
- In the uxorilocal-malrilineal case (Fig. 41), the 
females of a residential group are always married to 
men from the same background: it is always the 
same descent group which steps in. Also, their 
brothers go and hve with females of the group on 
the other side, always of the same descent line. 
Thus, when a female dies, her residential, natal, 
and children's group will of course be present, but 
also her brothcr, living to the right in the drawing; 
and when her husband dies, apart from his 
residential group, his sister's (husband's) group, 
which is also his own natal group, will be at the 
grave - the group to the left. 
In the virilocal-palrilineal case (Fig. 42) the males 
ol a residential group always acquire their wives 
from the same residential-cum-descent group (the 
group to the right in the drawing); similarly, their 
sisters always go to the same group (the group to 
the left). 
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/•Vjj. 41. Cross-cousin niarriago and a harmonie com-
bination of descent and residence: ttie malri-Iateral 
system (i.e. matrilineal descent and tixorilocal resi-
dence): women stay put, exchange goods and maics 
move to the right. 
A ' r r ia lc O : female A • : couplediscussed in 
tho text ' I ; marriago ^ _ ^ J : t hildron 
Fig. 42. As Fig. 41 . Patrilateral system (i.e. patrilineal 
descent and virilocal residence): males stay put, females 
move to the lefl. Exchange goods to the right. 
He who acquiros a woman incurs a debt towards her 
brother. 
( + 1 ) ( " ) (~'j ^ 'S" of obligations as in Talile 
34. ( s ignsas inFig . 41.) 
/'Vi,f. ^y. (!ross-cousin marriage and a dishaiinonic 
system: uxorilocal and patrilineal descent: women stay 
put, exchange goods and males move to the right (signs 
as in Fig. 41). 
Fig. 44. As Fig. 43, virilocality and matrilinealty: males 
stay put, females move to the lefl, and goods in exchange 
to the right (signs as in Fig 41). 
Thus, when a male dies, his natal and children's brother's and natal group will also be present at the 
group will be present, together with representa- coffin ofa female, i.e., the group to the right. 
tives of the group where his sister has gone (the In both cases therefore, when a male has died, 
group to the left); and besides her children, her representatives from the left-hand group will be at 
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the burial, together with members of his residential 
group; and where the deceased was a female, the 
right-hand group will attend the funeral, together 
with her residential group. Also, all possibly 
relevant relatives live within the groups men-
tioned. 
Bilineal (disharmonie) regimes, in combination 
with matrilateral cross-cousin preferences, have 
markedly dilferent consequences, as descent and 
residence are at right angles to one another: 
- In the uxorilocal andpatrilineal case (Fig. 43) the 
females of a residential group are always married 
to men born to the residential group at the right, 
who are of a different line of descent in every 
generation. Also, their brothers go to live with the 
females of the residential group on the other side, 
who belong to different descent groups from 
generation to generation. 
Thus, when a female dies, her residential, natal, 
and children's group will of course be present, but 
also her brother, living to the right in the drawing; 
her patrilineal relatives live to the right (same 
generation), in her own group (first degree rela-
tives) , and to the left (second degree relatives). And 
when her hu,sband dies, apart from the residential 
(his wife's) group, hissister's (husband's) and natal 
group will bc at the grave (the group to the left); his 
patrilineal relatives live to the left, one (first 
degree) and two (second degree) residential groups 
away. 
— In the virilocal and matrilineal case (Fig. 44) the 
males of a residential group always acquire their 
wives from the same residential group (the group to 
the right in the drawing), who are of a different line 
of descent in each generation; similarly, their sisters 
always go to the same residential group (on the 
other side), where every generation members of a 
different matriline live. 
Thus, when a male dies, his natal and children's 
group will be present, together with representa-
tives of the group his sister has joined (i.e., the 
residential group to the left); his matrilineal rela-
tives üve to the left (same generation), in his own 
group (first degree relatives), and to the right 
(second degree relatives). And when his wife dies, 
besides her children's and residential group, her 
brother's and natal group (living to the right) will 
be present at the coffin; her matrilineal relatives 
live to the right, one (first ascending generation) 
and two (second ascending generation) residential 
groups away. 
In both bilineal cases therefore, the resident sex 
(males in the virilocal, females in the uxorilocal 
case) will have its most important relations with the 
adjacent groups (alliances for the males stand to 
the left, and for females to the right; with their 
descent line's representatives to both sides), while 
the relations for the sex that came to live with the 
residential sex are to one side only, extending some 
groups away (to the left for males in tiie patrilineal 
case, and to the right for females in the matrilineal 
case). In Table 36 the several obligations have 
been worked out, with relations to the left marked 
by + (this being the regular direction from which 
exchange goods are to be expected) and to the right 
by — (this being the side to which exchange gifts 
wou ld normally flow), in the hope that it is possible 
to tracé one of these patterns in the grave gifts. 
As a starting point, the importers/monopolists of 
the grave gifts were derived from Fig. 38: the group 
or sector showing the highest relative frequency is 
assumed to be the introducer of a category. Still, 
there are two difilculties with this approach: 
- ex aequo rankings of some groups (e.g., groups 
III and IV for red ochre), from which only an 
abiguous determination as to originator can be 
made; and: 
- the elusive sector II goods (cf. note 7). 
The latter problem can be dealt with by summing 
acorss all sectors which will probably result in a 
lessening, if not a disappearance of its effects. The 
former cannot be handled adequately, because of 
the diflFerences between the minimum and the 
maximum counts in Table 37. In that table, the 
burying group is defined as "distance zero"; 
originating groups in the direction of the exchange 
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chain (i.e., to the right) are posited at a "nega-
tivc"distance, as the goods are to run against the 
current; groups on the other side are counted 
"positively" aecordingly. A distance of two groups 
is ambiguous in its sign in a four group system, 
obviously. 
Two points seem to emerge from the table: 
1. From the high incidence of gifts from two 
groups away, a homogeneous regime (in either of 
its guises) can be considered unhkely, perhaps even 
falsified. 
2. The femaU' scleciion is (|uite clearly more 
unidirectional thaii that in the male graves, which 
fits in with the virilocal-matrihneal model of a 
disharmonie structure of Table 36 . ' " Here also, 
the number of deviations is an indicator of the 
discrepancies existing between statistical (Table 
37) and mechanical models (Table 36) 
The following points also merit attention: 
1. The combination of asymmetrical ("genera-
lized") exchange and bilineality ("disharmonie 
regimes") is categorically negated by Lévi-Strauss 
(1969b: 233-234). He gives no reasons for that 
denial, although the examples in Part One of that 
book are in line with it. Yet apart from different 
iindiiigs in the Leiden-School (e.g., De Josselin de 
Jong 1977a; Moyer 1976) there also remains 
Radcliffe-Brown's observation of a marked asym-
metrical bias in the workings of the Kariera system 
(quoted in Lévi-Strauss 1969: 2ig) . 
2. Regarding the "invisible" moiety division, 
several possibilities exist. Although there are four 
groups in the Elsloo graveyard, this does net 
imply liiat there are four matri- and/or four 
|)atrilineages: 
(a) Virilocal moietics, combined with 
matrilineal ones (thus the classical "marriage 
class" system). In this case MBD and FZD 
("father's sister's daughter") are identical; at 
least in a classificatory sense they are the 
"bilateral cross-cousin". This is at variance 
with the asymmetrical exchange derived 
above. 
(b) Matrilineal moieties and n patri-
lineages of a residential nature (in this case, 
n = 4 ; but any number n ^ 3 will do). Here, 
MBD always pertains to the companion 
moiety, and also to any other lineage than 
Ego's. The lineage is not specified as in the 
class system; instead, an alliance between the 
lineages is necessary to designate the "re-
quired" partner, and this would either result 
in assymetrical exchange when "givers" and 
"takers of wives" are different groups, or in 
symmetrical exchange when the two were 
merged. In Elsloo, the former system seems 
to have been adopted. 
(c) An inverse solution of (b): a patri-
duality plus n uxorilocal lineages. However, 
in the next section, a matri-duality will be 
made visible; also, a uxorilocal-patrilineal 
solution seems to be unworkable (,cf. note 10). 
To sum up: 
- Four groups could be derived for the Elsloo 
cemetery by a consideration of the patterns of 
relative over- and under-representation of the 
grave gifts. The groups or sectors are labeled 
counterclockwise I - I I - I I I - IV, beginning in the 
northeastern, or upper right-hand corner. 
- From the relative frequencies of the various gifts 
per sector an asymmetrical and linear exchange 
system could be traced, every group introducing 
other categories of goods into the network. The 
exchange relations were unidirectional: I —>III —+ 
II —> IV (—»I). If this has been the mechanical 
model, however, statistical aberrations occur: live 
(out of eleven) categories of goods were exchanged 
in other, different sequences. And also, for no 
category of goods could an origin in sector II be 
derived - perhaps, because of the size of the group 
which required all its "surplus" to alleviate the 
demand for women (and of course, not all things 
exchanged need to have survived 6000 years in the 
grave). P'inally, some categories could not be tied to 
a single sector due to equal frequencies. 
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- From the distances of the grave gifts to their 
supposed originator groups a bilineal defmition of 
the groups was derived: virilocal residence and 
matrilineal descent seem to constitute the mecha-
nical model of the group relations at Elsloo. Here, 
too, a number of deviations are to be observed 
between (mechanical) model and (statistical) 
practice. 
- Although the subdivision into groups is statisti-
cally significant, and the other points result from a 
comparison of the data with a number of alterna-
tive theoretical possibilities, the various outcomes 
are not independent of one another. The dishar-
monie regime hinges upon the correctness of the 
asymmetrical and linear exchange inlerpretation, 
which in its turn depends in part on the sectorial 
subdivision. It is the coherence of the several results 
whicii suggests some reliability, but this should be 
tested in the nearby village. 
5. The Elsloo graveyard: a neo-Marxist inlerpretation 
The previous sections were primarily concerned 
with the form of the social structure; indeed, the 
structuralist analysis made use of the things ex-
changed (grave gifts) to elucidate the relations as 
channels of information between groups. These 
relations, and the positions united by them, cer-
lainly did not exist by themselves, and one may 
inquire into their functions (Godelier 1977 (I): 
115). One possible general answer can be provided 
in Engels' succinct statement, "the production 
and re])r()duction of immediate life" - i.e., the 
production of subsistence and the reproduction of 
the species (Engels n.d.: 67), together, the repro-
duction of man as a social being (Danilova 1971: 
278, 312). The reproductive process can be or-
ganized in many different ways or modes, charac-
terized by as many different sets of productive 
relations. "Mode of production" is an abstract 
concept, not indicating any particular production 
line or cooperating group, but rather a way in 
which the relations are organized: wage labour is 
typical lor the capitalist mode of production and 
occurs in as different economie sectors as farming 
and heavy industry. 
Apart from the relations of production, a mode 
of production also comprises a technical aspect (the 
"forces of production", such as labour and means) 
and the ideological charter. The levels or aspects 
are quite autonomous vis-a-vis each other, as each 
level carries its own momentum (Godelier 1978). 
Yet the levels are also coupled one to another via 
positive and negative feedback loops (cf Berger 
1976), and it is the development of the factors of 
production (i.e., the technological and/or organi-
zational sophistication) which sets the limits or 
constraints within which the mode, the system, can 
vary. The structures of the levels should be com-
patible, at least partially; the more discrepancies 
("noncorrespondence"), the more tensions ("con-
tradictions"). In that way, development at any one 
level will result in change at the other levels of the 
mode of production. 
Also, a mode of production is relatively inde-
pendent or autonomous as a subsyslem within the 
total reproductive system. A number of different 
but interconnected modes make up a "social 
formation" (in this case conceived of as the 
minimal set of relations capable of reproduction of 
the social life of a village community). Among the 
modes making up a social formation, one will be 
dominant; notwithstanding that, the other modes 
are relatively autonomous in that they consist of 
their own structured sets of relations. This relative 
autonomy is, again, subject to change: a mode now 
dominant may gradually be replaced by another. 
The mythical or ideological superstructure of the 
social formation is the locus of integration of the 
ideological components of the various modes with-
in it; even the various clements may acquire new 
signiücance in this integration. 
Por instance, in Medieval Europe two modes of 
jsroduction existed side by side: a domestic one 
among the peasantry (comprising the bulk of the 
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population) and a feudal one among the landed 
gentry (who wielded pohtical power, and thus the 
feudal one was dominant in that sense; Danilova 
1971: 293-294). A slight increase in agricultural 
ellitiency ("development of the productive 
forces") resulted in a group of jobless people ("free 
labour") which, when organized in manufacture 
("united with capital") gave rise to the capitalist 
mode of production. Gradually, the latter gained 
dominance within the western European social 
formation (Godelier 1977(1!): 217). 
By now my position should be clear to connois-
seurs. I will evade polemics and exegetics, and 
therefore just list the differences within the various 
schools of Marx's interpreters. By allowing more 
than one mode of production within a social 
formation, the oiie-formation-one-mode axiom of 
Marxism-Leninisin and of cultural materialism 
alike, is put aside (Petrova-Averkieva 1977:28; 
Harris 1968: 240, 258; and Harris 1975). The 
omission of "dialectics" to describe the relations of 
opposition or even of identity of the productive 
forces and llic relations of production will alienate 
orthodox Marixsts (e.g.. Wolf 1975). Then a 
sociologicai approach to the relations of produc-
tion, i.e., primarily as social relations, is in 
accordance with statements of, among others, 
O'Laughlin (1975), but apparently at variance 
with Meillassoux et al. (Friedman 1974: 446). 
Regarding the nature of the relations of production 
in comnumity society, I will not assume that an 
aulonomous and pre-given kin system absorbed the 
relatively unimportant social aspect of the simple 
production at that level (as does Danilova 1971) 
but instead assume that kin relations were that 
important because they also fulfilled economie 
functions - in fact, were selected for and deter-
mined by these functions from among the possible 
alternatives (which is in line with, among others. 
Godeher (1977 (I): 31, 83-84, 89) and Friedman 
(1974)). That is, the kin relations are the social 
relations of production in community society 
(Godelier 1978). I do think that continuity of the 
species is of less immediate concern than the 
securing and maintenance of the labour force, of 
which women constitute a critical part in primitive 
society. Or, the base is determinant "in the last 
instance", as it is so often phrased. 
There is one critique I would like to counter in 
advance. In WolPs review of a set of Godelier's 
articles (Wolf 1975) it is stated that dropping the 
Hegel-Marx notion of "identity of opposites" (i.e., 
of productive forces and relations of production) 
for a "unity of opposites" has quite serious conse-
quences. A dialectical opposition like identity, 
automatically builds tension ("contradictions") into 
a mode of production. By foresaking this onto-
logical tension, change should be imported from 
outside the mode of production, from which 
necessarily an ecologistic or functionalistic out-
come fbllows (a similar critique is arrived at in 
H.K. Schneider 1975b). However, conceiving of 
relations and forces as relatively autonomous struc-
tures within a mode of production, developments 
in either or both are likely to bring about tensions; 
surely, micro-demographic changes and techno-
logical innovations are not confmed to ecologistic 
monopolies. Similarly, change may result from 
pressure exerted by other modes of production 
within the same social formation, which can be 
strictly seen as environment of the mode con-
sidered, but certainly not an ecological factor. And 
if some special formation has a "history" which is 
"just more of the same" for a considerable period of 
time (Schneider 1975a), then one cause may be in 
an absence of technological innovations; other 
causes may be found in the absence of serious 
demographic lluctuations (the kin system may be 
geared to dampening the effects of demographic 
fluctuation), or in a permanence of ecological 
equilibria, and perhaps even in an efl'ective 
fjlocking from without of any development of the 
productive forces - all of which may be or have 
been the case at one time or another. 
Description of any historical social formation 
should then indicate the number and nature of the 
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various modes of production making up its eco-
nomie base, their corresponding social and ideo-
logical structures, the ways in which these modes 
are interconnected (i.e., their hierarchy). Ideally, 
the superstructure with its clements from the 
various modes should also be considered (Godelier 
1977 (I): 177-178); it is at this locus that the "etic" 
infrastructures of the modes of production are 
integrated and legitimated in an "emic" super-
structure. However, given the current state of the 
art of archaeology the ideological points need not 
further detain us. 
There is no archaeological research along the 
Unes of a neo-Marxist model known to me; perhaps 
some are to be expected in the near future, as a 
reading of the Spriggs 1977 volume suggests. 
Rather favorable examinations by non-Marxist 
anthropologists of some of the points raised above 
are to be found in Firth 1972 and Schneider 
1975a. Quite a number of anthropological 
analyses of concrete historical formatioiis have 
appeared in recent years; Godelier himself on 
Central Australia, a New Guinea tribe, the Pygmy 
hunters of the Congo Forest, and the Incas in 
(iodelier 1977, and the several contributions to 
the Block 1975a volume, are cases in point. 
Some consideration should be given as to what to 
expect, modes of production are not immediately 
obvious from the data. In a graveyard the mani-
festation ol the productive forces will be little 
apparent, and (partial) definition of the modes 
should therefore proceed from the relations of 
production (that is, appropriative relations) that 
can be observed. Elucidation of relations, as 
demonstrated by the previous section, is a matter 
of tedious analysis, but it can be done. Unfortu-
iiately, no listing exists of all models of production 
known, nor has a formal procedure been developed 
for the construction of the possibilities. 
Scouring the descriptive literature (cf Legros 
1977), three (perhaps four) modes of production 
are reported to exist on the Neolithic level (here in 
the narrow meaning of simple technology and 
primitive agriculture), with from case-to-case 
differring degrees of dominance: 
1. The domestic mode of production sensu striclo 
(Sahlins 1972: 77): The household or family as a 
productive and consumptive unit incorporates 
both the major divisions of labour (principally 
according to sex, but also to age) and a way of 
appropriation (redistribution) of the products of 
the members per household unit, through which its 
social and physical continuity is assured. At the 
same time it also provides for its own biological 
reproduction through the marriage bond at its core 
(cf Rapp 1977: 319). From Sahlins' account, this 
mode of production seems to be compatible with 
very divergent levels of development of the forces 
of production: from the horde of hunters to the 
community of early modern European peasantry 
its functioning is reported. 
2. The lineage mode of producüon (Sahlins 1961) is 
generally superimposed upon the previous oiie. Yet 
its occurrence is not necessarily dependent on the 
pre-existence of the domestic mode: the lineage 
structure may absorb all functions of the latter 
(Terray 1975: 106-107). Empirically, the lineage 
way of production seems to be compatible with a 
limited range of technological achievement only -
it is probably restricted to hoe-agriculture and/or 
slash-and-burn farming. It consists of local kin-
segments, each of a number of households arranged 
in importance according to some ordering prin-
ciple in the kin/descent sphere. Its separate status 
derives from the larger organizational cadre (than 
the domestic mode of production), which is trans-
lated in obligations differentiated according to 
relative place in the hierarchy. Again, the social 
and biological principles of descent and aging serve 
to recruit the proper candidates for the positions 
within the lineage structure. The uneven access to 
products is maintained through the legitimizalion 
provided by the ideological superstructure. 
3. A very primitive mode of production, un-
named as yet; it is the organization of the produc-
tive process in cooperation, or rather, working sidc-
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i)y-side, with leadership of a purely instrumental 
iialuic based iipon individiial ability (Legros 
1977). The differential possesion of skills will, in 
conjunction with an egalitarian ideology, secure 
the persistence of this mode, however transient its 
artic'ulalion may be. This mode is reported to occur 
at very di\crgent stages of productive sophistica-
tion: Eskimo at one extreme. West African pea-
sants at the other (Nooter 1977: 88; Legros 1977: 
30-31). Below, this mode will be referred to as the 
loose mode of production, to emphasize its volatility. In 
fact, it is the appropriation (apparently without 
leiiuineration) of the skills of some individual by 
the group, which renders this mode distinct. 
4. Perhaps a supralocal mode oJproduction may ha\'e 
been present in Neolithic social formation.s as well. 
It should be co-extensive with the geographically 
largest kinsystem. According toGodelier (1975: 9) 
this productive system is activated in the case of 
stress: shortage of means (women) or forces (ex-
haustion of the local milieu) of production will 
iiiake people turn lo other relationships for survival 
and/or reprodiiction. Although Godelier is writing 
about central Auslralians with a hunting and 
gathering adaptation and a Mesolithic tooi kit, this 
very mode of spreading the risks seems to be 
compatible with Neolithic society as well (e.g., 
Bloch 1975b: 208; also Service 1975: 65). The 
(analytical) distinctiveness of this mode is in the 
securing of access to means and factors not ordi-
narily used by laying kinship claims, however 
remole. Any instance of these claims is likely to 
establish a prccedciu lor future refercnce, which 
results in a perpetuation of this mode. From this 
mode the fluidity of "tribal" boundaries (Fried 
1975: 14,67) or of the circumscription of the social 
Ibrmation is immedialely apparenl. 
As said above, no way has as yet been devel-
oped of establishing whcther all possible modes 
of pn.ductioii have been listed, neither at the 
Neolithic nor at any other level. Together, the 
domestic, lineage, and supralocal modes, however, 
can be expected to exhaust the possibilities of kin 
relations. The addition of the loose mode of 
produclion is an indicator that other determiiiants 
may also play roles; their range is unspecified. 
The notion of "modes of production" empha-
sizes aspects of the attributes of the graveyard 
other than those indicated in the positional and 
stnictiiral paradigms. Empirically, the domestic 
mode of produclion will probably be visible in a close 
and pair-wise positioning oi male and Icmale 
graves as an indicator of the marriage bond, the 
(re-)productive relation specific to it. Males and 
females will be accompanied by tooi kits that are 
different to the degree a sexual division of labour 
was known in the Bandkeramik. In Fig. 27 the 
dilferentiation of sexes as derived from this sex-
specificity (which was established from a principal 
componcnts analysis, cf the third section) isshown, 
with superimposed upon it the averaged distance 
from female to male graves (from Table 38). In the 
plan, and also in Table 46, it can be seen that 
among 21 female graves 14 have male or indeter-
minable partners within a distance of 2.55 + .50 
metres (mean + one Standard deviation), with 
another four similarly but at a slightly larger 
distance; the remaining two female interments can 
be thought of as unaccompanied, because other 
graves are at a considerably larger distance. 
Conversely, among 25 male graves, 16 have a 
partner grave of female or indeterminable sex at 
Icss than the distance mentioned, and one at a 
slightly larger distance; the eight remaining graves 
seem to be by themselves. ' ' 
VVhen the paired occurrencc of graves of oppo-
site sexes and the partial specialization of the tooi 
kits along sex Unes are interpreted as vestiges of a 
household ("domestic") mode of production, it 
may be enquired whether a Lineage mode of produc-
lion was also present in the Bandkeramik praxis. 
One of the attributes of this structure is probably to 
be found in a grouping of the burials along kin 
principlcs. In the previous section the "origin" of 
the grave goods (introducer groups in the exchange 
system) was used to derive virilocal residence and 
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matrilincal descent. Thus, the patri-principle ma-
nifested itsclf in the locality of the graves: those 
sharing this determinant were buried in the same 
sector of the graveyard. While the matri-system 
was found to account for the remainder of the 
variation in the origins of the grave goods the 
denionstration was quite complex, and we might 
try to find a more direct sign of this principle. 
Introducing again the principal components ana-
lysis, it can be said a priori that two different 
situations can be thought of: if a dual organization 
has been the case, this could have found expression 
in a bipolar component (cf note 3), as such a 
dichotomy might [nol necessarily) have been de-
scribed by antagonistic symbols. If, on the con-
trary, more groups have been involved, and/or the 
associated markers (or group badges) were cle-
ments ofasymbolic system alien to us (Lévi-Strauss 
'955- '36) 258) then that set would appear 
arbilrary and i)e visiblc in any number of specific 
components (this latter possibility also covers a 
two-group system, of course). On the idea that a 
dual organization is a fairly frequent phenomenon 
in kinship society (Lévi-Strauss 1956; Lévi-Strauss 
1969b: 70), the one bipolar principal component 
(no. 2, Table 10) was first tested for it (later the 
other components found other explanations un-
related to the present issue). This component 
opposes only two attributes, curvilinearity and 
rectilinearity of pottery decoration (the variable 
STRUCTURE). These traits are very asymmetrically 
distributed over the sexes (Tables 38, 39); chances 
are only 1:100 that this asymmetry is due to 
sampling error because of the relatively small 
number of the graves (34). Nor isit due to the small 
nuini)cr of grave gifts: if marked this way, female 
graves contain one pot or seven to ten sherds, and 
male graves up to three vessels of five to forty 
sherds, with the minimum number of sherds (five) 
precisely occurring in a doubly marked grave. The 
asymmetry can be explained by a matrilineal 
dualitv: fcmales "defining" this alTiliation, males 
will regularly become associated with the opposite 
kin grouping (exogamy!) and buried with gifts 
from both (natal and marital) sides. It is a pity that 
this duality is only visible in graves containing 
decorated pottery; the affiliation of the other 
interments cannot be known. (However, some 
comfort can be found in the observation that none 
of the existing classificatory schemes of LBK 
pottery decoration allows for a discrimination 
along these lines.) As is to be expected under 
virilocal residence rules, matrilineal markers are 
dispersed all over the cemetery, which strengthens 
the case presented in the previous section. 
Besides kin alignment, a hierarchical arrange-
ment of the households or individuals can be taken 
as a sign of the lineage mode of production: a 
hierarchy of wealth. "Weal th" at this level of 
development should be interpreted in a general 
(qualitative) sense, and not be equated with the 
possessions of (or being accompanied by) specific 
looi kits orquantities of gifts (Sahlins 1972: 93) - a s , 
at our technological level, a wealthy family would 
not buy for its owii use a block of apartments on, 
say, the Costa del Sol, but rather one apartment in 
a number of different pleasant places. In the 
lineage mode, relations are tied to positions in a kin 
system and not to differential control of the means 
of production (i .c, tools, but not women). More-
over, those valuables which existed had use-value 
at best (Sahlins 1972: 83, 93). Regarding "rank", 
as this differential is usually called, in ranked 
society (Fried 1967: 109) wealth is associated with 
giving away, which sets commitments to the 
recipients (Sahlins 1972: 205). Suchobligations are 
likely to be cashed at death. Ranking or graded 
dignity of individual interments has already been 
derived in the third section and need not to be 
repeated here; a slightly different distribution can 
be worked out on the basis of the number of finished 
objects in the graves (which is essentially, the 
"labour input" criterium for Table 23 where, 
however, all excavated objects were included). 
These interments are grouped in Table 41 and 
listed in Table 42; this should be compared with 
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Tables 24, 25 and 26. 
Interpretation of these "wealth" differences as 
vestiges of a lineage mode of production rather 
ihan of differences of achievement of the individual 
Household ^i.e., within tiie domestic mode) foUows 
froin ihe character of the latter: nothing more is 
produced than needed lor survival, as any surplus 
vvould bc siphoned olf through sharing mechanisms 
(Sahlins 1972: 127). The lineage mode provides a 
counterforce to these egalitarian trends. lts orga-
nizational principle of placing the constituent 
units in hierarchical order of importance is estab-
lished to assure dilferential access. 
'1'he loose mode oJ produclion is not necessarily tied 
to kin principles - manual, corporeal dexterity 
tends to be distributed in a random way (Dahren-
dorf 1968: 19). If this mode of production did find 
expression in the gravc gifts, this is likely to be in a 
specialization of them. As far as specialization is 
tied to material instruments, a set of similar or 
related tools will be vvitness to it; there may have 
been other specializations, not related to still 
excavatable items: genealogical specialists, story 
tellers, dancers, mask makers, tattooing specialists 
(to mention but a few of the most obvious) will 
never be traceable at Elsloo. In other words, exis-
tence of the loose mode of production can be made 
pn)bal)le through the occurrence of specialist tooi 
sets, its extent (i.e., the number of skills exploiled 
this way) will remaiii iniknown. 
It should be added that distinction within the 
lineage mode of production, which is visible in a 
broad spectrum grave inventory, may crosscut a 
marking of ability by specialization of gifts. Just as 
people simultaneously managed their own house-
liold in the way of the domestic mode and took part 
in ilu' lineage mode, so an able hunter may have 
occupied a prominent position in the lineage 
structure too. In cases of this kind, several cate-
gories of grave gifts will be present, among which 
one will be quantitatively emphasized. 
Tablc 43 was the rcsult of an attempt to compare 
the number of items per category to separate skill 
from dignity. For instance, in the female grave no. 
014 a broad spectrum inventory was found: a 
decorated pot, an arrowhead, an adze (type II) , 
and a grinding stone with attendant lumps of red 
üchre - no specialization visible here. Likewise, in 
grave no. 083 (also female) a similarly diversified 
tooi set was found accompanied by three adzes (of 
types I, II and IV); the status of this woman in the 
lineage mode accounts for this seemingly specialist 
set (cf. p. 95). 
Among the graves in this table, five are marked 
by arrowheads or blades (nos. 003, 005, 056, 067, 
and 071) and two to a lesser extent (nos. 021 and 
025), all males. One female grave (no. 106) held a 
number of pieces of Hint debris. Three male graves 
(nos. 005, 096, 112) held three or Ibur pols and 
another two (also males) two pots (003, 067). Four 
graves lying perpendicularly to the regular north-
west-southeast orientation are also grouped with 
the specialists: 014, 023, 041, 058 (one female, 014; 
the other ones indeterminable). Seven of the 
specialists occupied high standings in the lineage 
sphere: grave nos. 003, 005, 014, 056, 067, 071, 
106; four were accorded moderate status ac-
cording to the activities criterion of the third sec-
tion: 021, 025, 096, and 112; the remainder (023, 
041, and 058) a low status. Also cf Table 50 (N.B.: 
'Those graves thought of as being of a chiefly status 
-nos . ooi , 087, and 100 and possibly 083 also - a r e 
omitted from consideration here). 
As a sideline, from the low number of (visible) 
specialist graves - lourteen over a period of a 
century - an absence of institutionalized craft 
heredity can be inferred. Such a heredity would 
run counter to the "definition" of the loose mode of 
production and perhaps be indicative of another 
type of specialists' organization. 
The fourth mode of production occurring in Neo-
lithic societies may be the supralocal one. According 
to descriptions, it is activated in times of stress only: 
when the supply of women (as an indispensible part 
of the labour force and as means of biological 
reproduction of the body coUective) runs short, or 
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when the local eco-system does not yield sufficiënt 
produce in a broad sense (unbalanced or even 
insufficiënt productive level through ecological 
fluctiiation, degradation, political and/or demo-
giaphic pressure, etc.). Apriori it can bc stated that 
in the region of Elsloo considerablc stress must 
have been present, at least in the youngest phase of 
the graveyard's use. With its closure, the LBK 
occupation of the area came to an end (kind and 
cause of this stress are still to be unraveled: Bakels 
1978: 126-127; Kuper and Lüning 1975: 93). If, 
then, this stress did indeed result in theactivationof 
a supralocal insurance against risks, this should be 
visible in foreign-looking grave goods from the 
"internationalization" (extension) of the relations 
during the later stages of the use of the graveyard. 
"Foreign-looking" should be considered in a broad 
meaning: intra-regional differences were not that 
marked to be discernible to us as yet (even in this 
younger period of the LBK). When gifts are 
recognized as "alien", they will come from farther 
away. One factor may confuse our sight, though: 
valuables may have been exchanged in the non-kin 
sphere, probably based upon the lineage mode of 
production (Terray 1975: 96, 106). However, 
parallel to the separation of lineage and loose 
modes (above, p. 111), a differentiation of lineages 
and supralocal modes can be established: a promi-
nent (i.e., wealthier) lineage member who bar-
tered foreign things will be accompanied by his 
conversation pieces among the other, more local 
artifacts. On the other hand, a genuine allochthonc 
(never likely to have seen been prominent in the 
local hierarchies) will be marked by at best a few 
momentos from his/her native villages. 
As formulated this way, foreigncrs' graves 
should be visible in the principal components 
analysis, at least when the codebook is sufficiently 
detailed: different cultural backgrounds should be 
singled out by as many specific components: one 
is a foreigner, or one is not. Among the compo-
nents in Table 10 only no. 6 has not attracted 
attention as yet. lts specific character, and even 
more the two variables loading high on it make it a 
likely candidate for allochthony. Apparently late 
in relative time (cf the loadings of single- and 
multidented spatula in the table), the ninc, pos-
sibly eleven graves indicated by this component 
seem to be marked by either stab-and-drag deco-
rated pots and/or by type I adzes. Both charac-
teristics suggest foreign contacts: stab-and-drag 
are more at home in the southeast than in 
Limburg (cf Ch. I, Section 3); and type I adzes 
have also been reported from non-LBK (Hinkel-
stein) backgrounds (Modderman 1970 (I): 188).^^ 
Apparently, some of the pots in the graveyard also 
allude to that group (cf Gabriel 1976: 56andFig. 4 
no. 2, with a number of pots from Elsloo, e.g., 
graves nos. 047, 056, 067 (no. 2), 071 (no. 8), 073 
(no. 2) ,eveno93(no. i) , 096 (no. 3), 097, 104, 106; 
all illustratcd in Modderman 1970 (II) . 
Among the eleven graves with foreign flavours 
(Table 44) there are two interments accompanied 
by only a few stab-and-drag decorated sherds; their 
incorporation in the category of allophiles is 
therefore dubious (graves nos. 074, l o i ) . Of the 
remainder, one grave is of the dubious female (087) 
also prominent in the lineage structure, so that the 
presence of an adze of type I in her grave should 
perhaps be considered a consequence of her lineage 
status rather than a foreign pedigree. Then, the 
female grave 083 held three different types of adzes 
(I, II , IV) together with a fair sample of the other 
grave goods, apparently indicating a super-status 
in the lineage structure; yet as her grave also held a 
pot with stab-and-drag decoration, the evidence 
regarding her origins is questionable. 
Regarding imported people (and if an interpre-
tation as offered herc is accepted), no virilocal 
residence rule is visible in the distribution of 
allochthony over the sexes (Table 45). 
To conclude this section, some points still have 
to be discussed in connection with the various 
modes of production: 
I. Domestic mode of produclion: when the average 
distance to the nearest neighbour (as detailed 
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abü\e, p. 111. Tablc 38) is accepted as an in-
dicator of closeness of relationship (i.e., of a 
marriage bond), an attempt can be made to push 
the interpretation of some of the data further: 
ehronological differences (as far as discernible) do 
1101 interfere with an explanation of the pairing of 
the graves in Table 46 as "caused " by marriage. 
Then ascribing the appropriate sex to the several 
previously indeterminable graves, another 13 male 
and I a female graves can be added to those listed 
in Table 18. This is a rather indirect way of sex 
determination, as it involves more steps ihan 
direct conclusion from the grave gifts; therefore, 
these '̂ 5 graves have been kept apart in all analyses, 
although the evidenee was nowhere contradictory. 
For instance, the division of labour among the 
sexes as demonstrated by a difierentiation of the 
associated toolkits of Table 17 (based upon the 
directly sexed graves) is very much like that in 
Table 47. And here, even clearer than before, the 
level of significance is not a matter of arbitrary 
choice, but foUows iiTimedialely from the data: 
p = . 0 5 is right in the wide gap that separatcs the 
sex-specific categories of grave gifts from the 
gencral ones. 
When all these changes are inct)rpoi'ated, the sex 
ratio becomes 21 + 12 females against 25 x 13 
males or .46. In other words: four females to every 
five males (71 graves counted). This ratio is 
identical with that established in the third section 
on the basis of the directly sexed interments. 
1 lus pushing of the evidenee has hardly any 
consequences for the distribution of structures of 
ceramic decoration over the sexes: three indeter-
minable graves with curvilinear and also three 
with rectilinear designs can now be grouped with 
the other female graves with these characteristics; 
one grave with curvilinear and one grave with both 
types of decoration can now be labeled "male"' 
(Table 40). 
2. Lineage mode of production: crossing a dual 
matrilineal organization with a virilocal system has 
different consequences with the number of resi-
dence groups involved. When there is a duality, 
then there are four marriage classes, when a four-
group system, then eight classes are generated, and 
so on . ' ^ Given a matri-duality, addition of a simple 
patri-duality is sufficiënt to produce the four 
groups established in the previous section. Even if 
the virilocal aspect of the structure is denied, there 
are two other marker variables to indicate different 
classes. The curvilinear vs. rectilinear design on 
earthenware has already been mentioned (Table 
40); its interpretation as a matrilineal system seems 
to be almost fool-proof Then, along with the 
previous one, there is another conspicuous dualism, 
which opposes graves with spiral-decorated ware 
to those with a wavy design on their pots. In this 
case, however, there is no overlap: graves are either 
of the crook or of the hook variety (Tables 48, 49); 
again, both types occur with both sexes, all over the 
graveyard and in all phases (ehronological distri-
bution nol shown here). 
An interpretation of these phenomena as a four 
marriage-class system has been rejected on p. 
107.' ' The matri-duality observable in the lineage 
mode, and the asymmetrical exchange relations 
are at variance with a four-class system. 
3. Loose mode of production: a glimpse of the 
Bandkeramik people's appreciative scale can per-
haps be wrested from the distribution of the 
arrowheads in the graveyard. W hen these tools can 
be thought of as somehow linkcd to hunting, then 
from the standing of the small number of specialists 
(5 plus 2, to a total of 113 graves) in the lineage 
system (Table 50; also p. 1 13) it might be inferred 
that they made a good thing out of their ability, 
which was not appropriated by the group without 
remuneration, as hypothesized above p. i i i ) . 
Compared with the other specialisms visible, only 
the specialization associated with pots seems to 
have met with similar recognition. 
4. Supralocal mode of production: on p. 1 14 I stated 
that allochthones were probably never in a high 
position in the local hierarchy. Table 51 does not 
support this statement. However, from note 14 it 
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can be supposed that many more people in the 
Elsloo cemetery were not bom at Elsloo, but at 
other neighbouring villages. These people are not 
rccognizable by present methods, and so the 
statement alliided to cannot be falsified. Another 
point in this connection is that these foreigners were 
apparently imported in a relatively late phase of 
the graveyard's use, that is, insofar as their graves 
contain decorated pottery. Extending this date to 
the other allochthones (these marked by adzes of 
type I only), gives an indirect dating for another 
three graves (nos. 066, 085; plus the lineage 
prominent authochtone in grave no. 087), which 
has been entered on Fig. 26 as well. 
5. Dominance: no conclusive answer can be given 
when it is asked which of the four modes of 
production has been dominant. Somc thin lines of 
evidence can be gathered, however, and their joint 
direction is suggestive, though hardly surprising. 
The presence of allogenic artifacts in the graves of 
lineage prominents, it was argued above (p. 114), 
might be indicative of use of their position to create 
an exchange sector of their own, i.e., outside their 
lineages. In that way, surplus produced in the 
domestic sphere was siphoned ofT by the lineage 
mode. Then, on an a priori basis it can be argued 
that the supralocal mode of production was set up 
to keep the local .social formation running; i.e.. 
both the lineage and the domestic modes. 
However, if this indicates a dominant position of 
the lineage organization, towards the end of the 
graveyard's use the course of events was possibly 
reversed. Every structure has an own momentum, 
and in due time a "parental" structure (like the 
lineage, in this case) may become dominated by its 
"offspring" (cf, e.g., Friedman 1975). Thus, in 
contradiction with the apparent virilocal ideology 
of the Elsloo natives, at least some four of five males 
(out of 38) seem to have been imported in a 
relatively short period - say, the terminal genera-
tion.'= One wonders how many such visitors are 
hidden among the graves with no gifts to announce 
their home country. Such an inllux may be 
interpreted as a sign ofdominance (ifonly an initial 
one) of the lineage structure over the supralocal 
relations, but also as a sign of the inability of the 
local social formation to keep the aifairs going the 
way they did before - and this lalter interpretation 
(still a descriptive one, not an explanation!) might 
provide a beginning towards understanding the 
process of abandonment of the Dutch Limburg 
LBK territory. 
Let us now turn to the settlements themselves, 
and see what parts of the various mechanical 
models can be made visible wilhin a more re-
stricted data set. 
NOTES 
• As a starting point for the discussion and the analysis I assume 
Early and Middle Neolithic society to have been of a tribal, or 
rather "community" nature (Fried 1975; 98). Other names lor 
that level of socio-economic integration are; 
- "lower and middle barbar ism" (opposed to "savagery" on 
the one hand, and "upper barbarism" and "civilization" on the 
other; Morgan 1877); 
- "ranking society" (as opposed to "egalitarian"; Fried 1975: 
98; and to "stratified society"; Fried 1967: 109); 
- "segmentalsociety" (as against"hierarchical"; Service 1975: 
304)-
In short, that part of the evolulionary process which was 
taking place with kinship and society still largely identical, not 
transcendcd by wider political sodalities (Claessen and Kloos 
1978: 82-89; Fried 1975: 98; Service 1971: 13-14, 99-100). 
"̂  Yet, from oral communication, there is disagreement about 
this interpretation: Prof Modderman thinks the graveyard was 
Lised in two phases, with a relocation in an easterly direction after 
the first phase. ,\lso, there is an overlap zone extending north-
south, located approximately at the division line between the 
three westerly sectors and the remainder of the field in F"ig. 30. 
Against this, my interpretation is that a gradual shift was made 
in the use of the graveyard, with the different groups burying 
their deceased in separate corners. Then, the four group 
configuration of Fig. 32 and Section 4 should have remained 
essentially the same throughout the cemetery's use. 
In the latter case, the datable graves are distributed as in the 
following table: 
117 
Phase O M 
(iroup I I 
(ïroup II 4 
(iroup III 5 
Group IV I 
4(6) • 1 ( 1 3 ) 
. ( 2 ) 7(8) 
I 8 
•3 •1(14) 35(38) 
Items between parentheses indicate graves indirettly dated; cf 
text. 
«liich can be condensed to reveal the east-west opposition in the 
following way: 
Phases O M 
Westerly groups (II , I I I ) 
Easterly groups (I, IV) 
(•5) 
(29) 
X ' ' = 10.33 (dr = 2) p = . 0 0 5 
which is truly asymmetrical, indeed. 
Oonsidcring the foriner case, (i.e., the gradual shift) the new 
centres of use come closer when (on the basi.s of the factor score 
clusierings) ihe second phase is divided up between the younger 
and the older, as can be expected, of course. Also, a test for 
relocation in a two phase division is negative: 
Phase Old Young 
( ï roup I 
( i roup II 
( ïroup III 
Group IV 
21 >4 
Ihis tablc can be condensed in a similar way as above: 
0 Y 
Westerly groups (II, III) 11 
Easterly groups (I, IV) 10 
4 '5 
10 20 
Z^ = i.94 ( d f = i ) p = . i 8 
The above might affect Section 4 of the present chapter. 
However, apart from the tests for asymmetry reported here 
(based on one-third of the graves), it should also be noted that 
the low densities of the grave gifts render a rigourous three-fold 
division unworkable. Therefore, that section has been set up as if 
all of the gravcyard had been in simultaneous use; after all, the 
notion of social structure einployed there is quite insensitive to 
historical events (cf Bertels 1973: 259; Sahhns 1976: 41-42). 
^ Principal components are defined as the best possible 
combinations of a number of variables in a data set. One of the 
tables produced by the computer gives the correlation of the 
principal components with the variables (as in Table 10): 
" loading" is a synonym for "correlating". High loadings are 
used to establish the "meaning" of a principal component. The 
loadings on a component will show one of three dilferent 
patlerns: bipolar, general, or specific (or unipolar; Harman 
1967: lüo). Bipolar components have high positive and high 
negative loading variables, with no moderate correlations; 
loadings of about .0 to ± . 2 are considered neutral and 
irrelevant (e.g., component no. 2 in Table 10); interpretation 
will emphasize contrasting attributes in the relevant cases. A 
general component will exhibit the fuU gamut of loadings (e.g., 
component no. 1) from very high through mixlerate and neutral 
to moderate and low negative; interpretation will be in terms of 
a general process affecting all cases. Finally, a specific component 
has an unbalanced or one-sided appearance, with one or more 
variables loading high, but either only negativcly or only 
positively (e.g., components nos. 3 and 4 in Table 10); in its 
interpretation the possession by a limited number of cases of 
some attributes will be considered, the othcr ones falling outside 
this set as "have nots". 
The positions of the cases on the principal components are 
calculated from their values on the original variables, through 
multiplying these by the so-called factor-score coellicients and 
summing the outcomes: all variables in the analysis contribute 
to these scores. 
' In Kuper et al. 1977: 407-408 Zimmermann accounts for 
graves with only two arrowheads in the Niedermerz and Elsloo 
cemeteries as being accidentally outfitted that way. He proposes 
a Poisson regime to cover these cases. However, in his table, the 
expected frequency of graves with one arrowhead (22 out of 
I 15) is almost doublé the observed rate (13). As obviously a 
number of graves have been purposively supphed with arrow-
heads, this frequency distribution is counter to expectation: a 
number of graves should hold an accidental arrowhead (i.e., 
more or iess in accordance with a Poisson distribution), but 
some should also hold a purposive arrowhead. In other words, 
the observed frequency should be at least as high (when 
"some" ^ o ) or higher than (when "some" > i) the expected 
Poisson frequency. With this, I am not denying that there are 
graves with only an accidental arrowhead (grave no. 106 at 
Elsloo is a clear case in point), only their incidence should be Iess 
than Zimmermann's computation shows. 
' I am not willing to criticize this grouping in detail, though 
some remarks should be made. For instance, I fail to see why 
grave nos. 092-094 are not grouped with the northeastern 
group, or why graves nos. 111-113 remain apart from the 
Southern group. Moreover, I do not understand why graves 
002-010, 016-018 are not called a group. Then, neither 
chronological homogeneity within nor heterogeneity between 
the groups seems to be the case. On my relative dating graves 
are: 
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In the N\V groups 2nd + 3rd phase (3 graves datable) 
In the N groups 2nd + 3rd phase (2 graves datable) 
In ihe NE groups 2nd phase (3 graves datable) 
In the SE groups 2nd + 3rd phase (2 graves datable) 
In the S groups ist + 3rd phase (4 graves datable) 
Even when the wandering cycle is reduced to much less than the 
customary 25 years, and when the period of use of the graveyard 
is extended to a possible maximum of 150 years (Modderman 
1970 (I): 206-207), even then some difference should be visible 
between the groups considered as wholes in the rather coarse 
datings employed here. 
" In a personal communication, R.R. Newell (150378) stated 
thal my present approach does not account for exceptions, 
which renders it arbitrary; instead, he proposed an objective 
solution which he has worked out himself (Newell and Dekin 
1977). I think his objections are right with regard to the 
arbitrary part of the analysis; yet several points can be brought 
forwards in defense of the present subdivision: (i) any "objec-
tive" approach cannot take account of the noise which 
dilfcrentiates statistical from mechanical models; and (2) the 
coherence and the consistency of the remainder of this section 
consitute an internal validation (a kind of "construct valida-
tion": Selltiz et al. 1966: 160) and there are also independent 
checks of some parts of it in the next section and in the next 
chapter. The structure may be arbitrary a priori, it is necessary 
a pnsleriori (Lévi-Strauss 1970: 13). Apart from these two 
arguments, I also contend ihat the evidence from Tables 31 and 
32 does nol refute the proposed palterning. 
' It win bc observed that all groups except group II in their 
turn assume the leading position in the orderings, thus indi-
cating their "source" or " importer" monopoUes. Given the size 
of group 11 (doublé that of the other sectors) this might perhaps 
be cxplained by its higher demand for women, which causes all 
surplus to be coUected for the exchange circuit (thus Icaving less 
to put into the graves). In this connection it might be interesting 
to note that group IV, immediately following II (and thus the 
appropriate source for the women of group I I ) , labeled twice as 
many times a source group than the other groups are (group I: 
two or three times; I I : none; I I I : twoor three times ^ IV: seven 
or five times). A recalculation of the grave densities with group 
II scaled down to as izecomparable with that of theothers (i.e., 
reducing the number of graves without grave gifts in II) did not 
substantially change the picture of Fig. 38. 
" To get an impression of "o ther" possibihties (meaning to see 
the extent to which the above interprelation can be thought of as 
unambiguous or falsifiable) the grouping of the graves was 
randomized: the find numbers were attributed to one of four 
groups by means of a random table. Then, for each random 
group, the graves with a given category of gifts were counted, 
corrected for groups size, standardized, ( e tc , as in the text for 
the factual distributionK The results are prescnted in the table 
below. 
To facilitate comparison, random group A was put in the 
leading place and the sequence adjusted correspondingly. This 
resulted in the following distribution of possibihties (counter-
circuits indicated by identical letters to the left). From this 
distribution, apparently no preferential circuit can be derived 
(although the first possibility is the mirror of the last, and on this 
basis could be called the favourite one; but then, no women need 
move along this circuit). As all possibihties are present, I would 
not know how to interpret this table. Similarly, a comparison of 
the frequency profiles with Figs. 34 to 37(b) suggests the 
following characterizations: 
+ complex: i category (red ochre) 
4 asymmetrical and linear: 5 or 6 categories (undecorated 
sherds, arrowheads, adzes type I I I , decorated pots, and possibly 
querns too) 
+ asymmetrical and alternating: perhaps 2 categories (adzes 
IV-VI, blades) 
i - symmetrical: i or 2 categories (charcoal, possibly un-
decorated pots as well). 
Randt)m group 
n of graves 24 4> 27 
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A distribution of possibilities which is more heterogenous than 
thal ol'Kig. 38. 
I conclude theretore, that the inlerpretatit)n in the main text 
ol' the observed grave goeds distributions provides a more 
homogeneous picture than this randomizcd set. (The idea for 
this "checii" I owe to A. Zimmermaim of the SAP.) 
• For present ptirposes, bilateral descent and neo-locality are 
lelt out of consideration as being more compatible with complex 
excbange systems; also, Crow-Omaha systems are left aside as 
these seem to be too complex to be compatible with eiementary 
structures of exchange (Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 465) and require 
more than four groups, the number found in the Elsloo 
graveyard (Lévi-Strauss 1969b: xxxviii). Their unimaginable 
complexity is not a reason for not considering them (Lévi-
Strauss 1969b: xxxvi-xxxix). 
Then, too, I am aware of Leach's criticism of Lévi-Strauss's 
theory of harmonie and disharmonie structures (Leach 1970: 
81); I think that his critique is ultimately reducible to an 
epistemological outlook (positivistic and lunctionalistic) dif-
ferent from that of Lévi-Strauss (rationalistic, structuralist), 
rather than to falsifying examples. 
' " Elhnographically, the uxorilocal-patrilineal system has not 
been observed [Vox 1967: 137; Murdock 1949: 212-219). 
' ' From the table, male graves among themselves appear to be 
more than twice the distance M-F" apart (5.62 rs. 2.55 metres, 
respectively), as do female graves (5.97 metres). Also, the 
nearest neighbour coefficients for homogeneous pairs are 
slightly less than i.oo (i.e., close to random dispersion), and .36 
for heterogenous pairs - which is considerably towards the 
clustering end of the scale. Compare also the Standard devia-
lions: heterogeneous pairs show far less variation than homo-
geneous ones. 
''̂  There are two dithculties with this statement, one termino-
logical and one technical. Regarding the first, it should be 
stressed that Hinkehtein background stands for all synchronie 
cultures to the south and east of the Limburg Plateau, say, in the 
nnxiern region of the Rhincland; it certainly and most emphatically 
does AO'T imply that even one single element (eiienl, artifacl, person, 
group) in the Elsloo graveyard should be thoughl oJ as from the vicinity of 
l)'orm.i. That would be glaring nonsense on practical grounds 
(no Hinkelstein settlement having being published as yet) and 
on theoretical grounds (with a notion of cuUural borders like 
that expounded by Clarke 1968: 246-254, 365-388 - following 
Kroeber c.s.; or Fried 1975). Thus, when speaking of such a 
"background", or of allusions to that group, e t c , I want to 
convey the meaning: "from outside the Dutch Limburg Loess 
region, and more specifically, from a south/east direction". 
I'hen, the technical difficulty with this so-called Hinkelstein 
background: the chronological status of that group has not been 
established beyond doubt. Modderman (1970 (I): 198) States 
that the Dutch LBK disappeared with the beginnings of 
Hinkelstein. Dohrn-lhmig (1976b: 115), on the contrary, 
parallels Hinkelstein I to the Dutch LBK 2c, d; i.e., the period in 
which the Elsloo graveyard was in use. üabr ie l (1976: note 14, 
p. 56) even assigns early Hinkelstein to LBK 2a. Thus 
Hinkelstein-hke phenomena in the graveyard may be explained 
in two ways: (i) the supralocal network became active only in 
the later period of the graveyard's use - as suggested in the text; 
(2) the supralocal network was active all the time but only 
became recognizable with cultural change elsewhere (i.e., 
Rhineland LBK becoming Hinkelstein). 
' ' ' Note that in data of the kind presenled here no distinction 
can be made between a r/öw-like and a f/öjj-like marriage system 
(Lévi-Strauss 1969b: 73). Keeping to the virilocal/matrilineal 
structure, the positive determination in a class system would 
imply that the men in group X, had to contract marriage with 
womcn from group Xj ,. Conversely, in a clan system these men 
would ha \c to marry women who were not of their matriline 
and who were not reared in their (patri-)group, a negative 
specification (Lévi-Strauss 19696: 269-270, note). 
'^ Modderman estimates the population of the village at 
somewhere between 54 and 160 on the basis of the living space 
in the huts; or 8 5 ^ 2 5 from the graveyard (Modderman 1970 
(I): 205-207). 
Yengoyan (1969: 196-197) provides ideal population esti-
mates for class systems: 
simple dual organization: 262 people. 
4 section organization: 530 people. 
8 section organization: 1070 people. 
If his coroborative findings from hunter-gatherer situations in 
Australia can be transposed to Early Ncolithic groups in 
temperate F^urope, then respectively two, four, or eight rillages 
would have been involved in regular marital exchange, given 
fuU local exogamy. 
Ofcourse, this is a ceteris paribus reasoning, but al any rate the 
scale of the various types of social organization is clear. 
Moreovcr, the number of settleinents in Dutch LBK Limburg 
occupied when the graveyard at F>lsloo was in use, has been 
about ten to twelve (Bakels 1978: 50), which seems sulTicient 
(but not necessary) to operate these complicated systems. 
' ' Four or five males may have been a considerable proportion 
of the males alive at that time. If the total is put at 38 male graves 
(i.e., indirectly sexable included), assuming three generations 
(cf p. 84), then there were in all probably 38/3 = 13 males 
jjresent at dosing time. 
